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SIHRA Convention 2015 Makes Strong Appeal for
an Industry-friendly Policy Framework
The three-day convention of South India Hotels & Restaurants Association
(SIHRA), held in Hyderabad between July 2 and 4, 2015, was an emphatic
success in terms of participation of hotel industry stakeholders and policymakers from all the South Indian member states. Held at Taj Krishna Hyderabad,
the convention, themed ‘Redefining Hospitality - Monetising Tourism’, included
deliberations on various trends. Our Correspondent presents an overview. Page no 08
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South India Hotels & Restaurants Association

S

outh India Hotels & Restaurants Association (SIHRA), a 63-year-old preeminent trade
association for the hospitality industry in southern India comprising the states of Andhra

Pradesh, Karnataka, Kerala, Tamil Nadu and the Union Territory of Puducherry, SIHRA has
large hotel and restaurant members base covering the smallest stand-alone restaurants to the
largest 5-star deluxe hotels.
SIHRA constitutes the southern region of the all India apex hospitality trade association –
Federation of Hotel & Restaurant Associations of India (FHRAI) which presently has a pan
India membership of around 4,000 members.
The main objective of SIHRA is to encourage, promote and protect the interest of its
member establishments. It has been rendering professional advice and assistance from time
to time to all its members on topics of vital importance.
SIHRA takes up the causes of its members with the various state governments as well as
with other bodies and acts as the official spokesman for the Hospitality Industry. It also
acts as advisory body to the state governments in south India towards formulating their
respective tourism policies.
SIHRA regularly conducts professional development programmes and workshops
to further enhance the existing professional knowledge and productivity skills of staff of
member establishments to enable them to keep pace with the rapid developments in the
hospitality industry worldwide.
SIHRA’s Executive Committee consists of President of Honour, President, four Vice
Presidents, Honorary Secretary, Honorary Treasurer and thirteen Executive Committee
Members. Except for the President of Honour, all other office bearers are elected annually.
One-third retire by rotation and are eligible for re-election.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

THE SOUTH INDIA HOTELS & RESTAURANTS ASSOCIATION
M-1 'Prince Centre', 709-710,Anna Salai, Chennai-600 006.
Tel : 91-44- 28297511,91-44-28297512 TeleFax : 91-44- 28297510
Email : admin@sihra.in
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President's Message
K SYAMA RAJU

Dear Fellow Members,
Greetings from SIHRA!

T

he First Annual Convention 2015 of the South India Hotels
and Restaurants Association was held in the historic city
of Hyderabad. Incidentally, the last annual convention under the
banner of FHRAI was also held in this city in 1993, at this same venue
- G.V.K.Enterprise-owned Taj Krishna. The SIHRA Convention,
held from July 2-4, saw the participation of eminent hoteliers from
various facets of the industry. It was quite endearing to see all state
governments from South India, including Puducherry, coming
together to promote tourism in the region at the convention under
the theme, ‘Redefining Hospitality – Monetising Tourism’.
The response to the SIHRA Convention 2015 was overwhelming.
It was attended by over 400 participants who came from all the
southern states. We also hosted cultural events and gala dinners at
the famous Ramoji Film City and the serene settings of the historical
Taramati Baradari.
The Convention was inaugurated and graced by the august
presence of Honourable Minister, Mr Taraka Rama Rao, Minister
of Panchayath Raj, Government of Telangana; P Rajavelu, Minister
for Tourism, Government of Puducherry; Mr Shoeb Samad of
India Tourism, representing Ministry of Tourism , Government
of India; Mr B P Acharya IAS, Principal Secretary, Government of
Telangana; Smt Sunita M Bhagwat, IFS, Additional Chief (PMU),
YAT & C (T&PMU) Dept, Government of Telangana; Mr Har Sahay
Meena IAS, Managing Director, Tamil Nadu Tourism Development
Corporation; and Mr S K Sangar from the Tourism Finance
Corporation of India.

Printed & Published by

We were honoured to have Mr T S Walia, President, FHRAI, also
present during the proceedings of the Convention, apart from other
dignitaries from the hospitality industry.
A special session with members of the department of tourism,
both at the regional and national levels, was organised to ensure
direct interface for the participants with the government officials,
and we are proud to say that among other favourable promises, it
is of importance that Mr Neerabh Kumar Prasad, IAS, Secretary
(Tourism), Government of Andhra Pradesh, committed to
reduction of VAT and Power Tariff for the hospitality industry in
Andhra Pradesh.
A trade show was also organised with participants, both from the
private sector and the government.
Once again, I thank each and every one of you who came and
contributed to make this event a grand success.
We at SIHRA are committed to continue with such activities that
ensure engagement with our members and promotion of tourism.
Thanking You!
Best Regards!

K Syama Raju
President, SIHRA
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D V S SOMA RAJU

SIHRA Convention 2015:
Redefining Hospitality – Monetising Tourism

T

he First Annual Convention 2015 of The South India Hotels and Restaurants Association was held in the historic city of Hyderabad, which is
known for its pearls, cosmopolitan culture, and unique cuisines, and which is recognised as the IT capital of India. The event was held at the
iconic Taj Krishna from July 2-4, with business sessions conducted by eminent hoteliers, covering various facets of the hotel industry.
The objective of the convention was to support and improve the level of participation of all hoteliers from South India, governments, and the
Government of Puducherry to promote tourism in the region and increase awareness of the new trends and methodologies in the hospitality
industry. The theme of the convention was ‘Redefining Hospitality – Monetising Tourism’.
The need for cooperation between the government and the industry was a sentiment that was echoed by all the spokespersons of the various
departments at the event. The need to constantly improve standards and strive to achieve international values was opined to be the need of the
hour.
It was a popular view that India as a tourist destination has innumerable opportunities and its diversity should be exploited. The increasing
budget allocation for tourism in states is clear testimony to the importance the states are according to tourism. The need for innovative marketing
and publicity in overseas markets with regard to our niche tourism products is required. The industry and the government should work in tandem
to develop other types of tourism, such as films, medical, and MICE, apart from the traditional ones that exist.
The three-day convention encouraged deliberations on expanding tourism beyond cities to heritage sites and other places of scenic beauty and
interest.
Mr T S Walia, President, Federation of Hotel & Restaurant Associations of India (FHRAI), and Mr K Syama Raju, President, SIHRA, stated the
need for stakeholders to pool their resources and create new avenues for development.
The business sessions at the maiden edition of the event were very interesting and educative, with the distinguished speakers - all leaders of
our industry - sharing their knowledge and diverse experience from around the world. Our delegates were able to interact with fellow members
of the fraternity.
The delegates were witness to the educative and motivating business sessions, where eminent speakers from the industry spoke on a wide
range of topics like Online Business - Impact of Technology on the Hospitality Industry and Role of Travel Trade; F&B - New Concept-based
Restaurants, Restaurant Chains; HR Practices in Hospitality, Cost Cutting, Sustainability of Labour, Branding Budget Hotels, Franchise, Projects
(New Methodology & Sourcing), Role of Young Entrepreneurs, and Role of Government in Formulating Policies for Hospitality.
A special session with members of the department of tourism, both at the regional and national levels, was organised to ensure direct interface
for the participants with government officials. A trade show was also organised with participants from the private sector and the government.
We place on record our sincere thanks and appreciation to each and every one of our sponsors from the various departments of tourism of the
governments, the private sector, my co-members from the Executive Committee, and all our partners for their support.
Thanking You
Best Regards

D V S Soma Raju
Chairman, Convention Committee and EC Member, SIHRA
Printed & Published by
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Editor's Desk
P KRISHNA KUMAR

South Shows the Way!

S

outh India has always been ahead of other regions of the country in terms of adopting progressive
measures in all fields of human activity. The rest of India tried to emulate them much later. Even in
tourism, although the Northern region has had an upper hand for a long time because of the one and only
Golden Triangle, the South creditably challenged this hegemony with calculated marketing campaigns
towards the end of the last millennium. A new branding and marketing model scripted by Kerala had its
resonance across the country much later in various forms and manifestations.
Tourism was never a priority area for governments in India. Although the government at the Centre and
the states often talked about revamping tourism policies, such exercises always culminated in putting the
‘old wine in a new bottle’. Even the new Draft Tourism Policy circulated by the Union Tourism Ministry is
more or less a copy of the old policy. In contrast, the Tourism Policy recently announced by the Karnataka
government is an appreciable one. It unambiguously spells out the vision of the government for tourism,
with clarity on every aspect of future tourism development and the role of the private sector. The Policy
also charts out a whole lot of concessions, subsidies, and incentives for investors, with clear guidelines to
avail of them. Yes, of course, there could be criticism that the new policy unduly favours big projects and
mega investors with incentives, including according industry status to investments in convention centres
and hotel projects, concessions on stamp duties, registration charges, electricity and water charges, etc. But
such criticisms can be overlooked for the time being for the much larger interest of destination creation
and tourism infrastructure. Moreover, the new policy announcement has come at an appropriate time for
Karnataka, where the 38th PATA Travel Mart will be held in early September 2015.
Another Southern state that is set to lay the red carpet to investors in the tourism sector is Andhra
Pradesh. Chief Minister Nara Chandrababu Naidu has vowed to make his state a preferred destination by
developing world-class beach-backwater-river tourism hubs. The state government has already prepared a
‘mission document’ for the sector, which promises numerous incentives and concessions to investors. The
government has also announced major relief for the hotel industry by reducing VAT to five per cent and
also reducing the Power and Water Tariff.
Kerala, which has been a leader in the tourism business, continues to innovate and go places, promoting
its destinations. Always looking for new markets, Kerala Tourism has of late made an impactful entry
into the Chinese market by participating for the first time in the Beijing International Tourism Expo. The
timing was perfect as it was close on the heels of the visit of Prime Minister Narendra Modi to China and
extending the Electronic Tourist Visa (ETA) to Chinese tourists.
For the tourism and hospitality industry, the competition among states of India is a good sign. This will
certainly open up new vistas for business and investments.

P Krishna Kumar
krishna.kumar@saffronsynergies.in
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SIHRA Convention 2015
Makes Strong Appeal for an
Industry-friendly Policy Framework
The three-day convention of South India Hotels & Restaurants Association (SIHRA), held in
Hyderabad between July 2 and 4, 2015, was an emphatic success in terms of participation of
hotel industry stakeholders and policy-makers from all the South Indian member states. Held at Taj
Krishna Hyderabad, the convention, themed ‘Redefining Hospitality - Monetising Tourism’, included
deliberations on various trends. Our Correspondent presents an overview

W

ith over 400 delegates, more than 20
expert speakers, six sessions, 15 programmes, networking events, and cultural programmes encapsulating the cultural vibrancy
of all the member states from South India,
this year’s convention of South India’s premier
hotel and restaurant industry association,
SIHRA, was conspicuous by its meticulous
organization and grand participation. In order
to make the three-day event more experiential
and also to showcase the true tourism potential of the host city, there were gala events on
the second and third evenings. The Tollywood
night at Ramoji Film City, and the cultural
night at the Taramati Baradari near Golconda
were received well by the delegates.
The Convention was inaugurated by K T
Rama Rao, Minister of Panchayat Raj & IT,
Telangana, in the presence of P Rajavelu, Minister for Tourism, Puducherry, and the officebearers of SIHRA. In his inaugural speech, Rao
sought the cooperation of the hotel industry
association in formulating a tourism policy for
the state, which could further boost tourism
development in Telangana. He said that while
a lot of small countries in the region do much
better in tourism, it is important for industry
stakeholders in India to deliberate over the
reasons for the country’s poor show in the
tourism sector. While Hyderabad has been
able to carve its own place as a MICE destination, there is much to be done to strengthen
its position, the Minister said. He said that
Telangana has a lot to offer in terms of tourist
attractions beyond Hyderabad, and hopes the
three-day convention would not just facilitate

K T Rama Rao, Minister of Panchayat Raj & IT, Telangana, lights the
lamp at the inauguration of SIHRA Convention 2015

enhancing tourism beyond Hyderabad to the
heritage city of Warangal and other places
associated with Buddhist pilgrimage.
In his keynote speech, T S Walia, President,
Federation of Hotel & Restaurant Associations
of India (FHRAI), said that the conventions
of the hotel industry are “valuable platforms”
for stakeholders to pool in their knowledge
and share the same among themselves for the
“strategic advantages” of the rapidly evolving
tourism and hospitality industry. He said that
SIHRA has been a premier industry association and has evolved into a support platform
for the industry in the region through the 63
years of its existence. He said that the convention was happening at an appropriate time
when the government is drawing up plans to

create a new India through ‘Make in India’,
‘Digital India’, ‘Clean India’, and such other
initiatives.
In his address, K Syama Raju, President,
SIHRA, said, “Hospitality plays a vital role
in monetizing tourism. At SIHRA 2015,
we have created synergies and educational
opportunities for the key players in the sector.
The convention provides trade and economic
advantages for South Indian hoteliers to network and explore new avenues.”
“The SIHRA convention is a step to further
enhance the bond among South India’s hospitality players and identify opportunities for
enhancing the trade in line with tourism across
regions. South India, by virtue of a strong presence of IT sector, offers a plethora of opportuPrinted & Published by
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P Rajavelu, Minister for Tourism, Puducherry

K Syama Raju, President, SIHRA

(L-R) K Syama Raju with Chief Guests, K T Rama Rao and P Rajavelu
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nities to the industry. The SIHRA Convention
was designed to brainstorm on some of the
challenges faced by the industry, and focus on
the strategies to benefit from emerging trends
and opportunities in the industry. Moreover,
the convention is a fantastic opportunity for
South Indian hoteliers to interact with members of the department of tourism, both at the
regional and national levels, to address various
issues pertaining to the industry and focus
on growth and development of the industry,”
said D V S Somaraju, Chairman, Convention
Organising Committee, SIHRA.
Among those present at the inaugural
ceremony were B P Acharya, IAS, Principal
Secretary, Government of Telangana; Har
Sahay Meena, IAS, Managing Director, Tamil
Nadu Tourism Development Corporation; S K
Sangar, Managing Director, Tourism Finance
Corporation of India; and Shoeb Samad,
Regional Director, Indiatourism, Chennai.
A special session with members of the
department of tourism at regional and national
levels was organized to ensure a direct interface
for the participants with government officials.
A trade show was also held on the sidelines of
the convention, where leading suppliers and
organizations related to the hospitality industry showcased their products and services.
The second day witnessed educative and
motivating business sessions, where eminent speakers from the industry spoke on a
wide range of topics , like ‘Online Business
- Impact of Technology on the Hospitality
Industry and Role of Travel Trade’; ‘F&B New Concept-based Restaurants, Restaurant
Chains’; ‘HR Practices in Hospitality’; ‘Cost
Cutting’; ‘Sustainability of Labour’; ‘Branding
Budget Hotels’; ‘Franchise’; ‘Projects (New
Methodology & Sourcing)’; ‘Role of Young
Entrepreneurs’; and ‘Role of Government
in Formulating Policies for Hospitality’. The
sessions were very interesting and educative.
All leaders of the industry shared knowledge
and their experiences from across the world,
enriching the awareness of the delegates and
providing a platform to interact with fellow
members of the fraternity. A trade show was
also organized with participants, both from
the private sector and the government.
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G Kamala Vardhana Rao, Secretary - Tourism, Government of Kerala

T S Walia, President, FHRAI

Role of Government in formulating
Policies for Hospitality Growth
The session on the ‘Role of government in Formulating Policies for Hospitality Growth’ was
chaired by senior bureaucrat, Neerabh Kumar
Prasad, Principal Secretary – Tourism, Andhra
Pradesh. In his introductory remark, he said
that issues related to the hotel industry differ
from state to state and the industry has to try
and address these issues at the state level.
Later, presenting the case of Andhra
Pradesh, Prasad said that the new Chief Minister has categorically spoken of his intention
to make Andhra a leading tourist destination
with the same vigour that was shown in making Hyderabad the IT hub of the country,
during the time he was the Chief Minister of

the combined entity of Andhra and Telangana.
He said that the government has formulated a
vision document that will be published soon,
and the objective is to double the number of
tourists in the next five years with a similar
growth in GDP.
As part of reducing the tax burden on
hotels, the state government has amended the
VAT Act, reducing the tax to five per cent. The
government has also reduced the power rates
for HT (High Tension) consumers, including
hotels, Prasad said. He also gave a peek into
the various tourism investment opportunities
opening up in Andhra Pradesh. He said that
the government has identified 39 beach locations for development of tourism infrastructure like resorts and informed that expressions

of interest for them will be floated soon. He
said that even the government has urged landowning people in these places to partner with
the government in the endeavour.
River and Backwater Tourism infrastructure will be created with the support of private
investors along Godavari and Krishna delta,
Prasad said. The new tourism policy, which
is in the final stages of announcement, has
various incentives for the private industry. The
government will provide last-mile connectivity and the required infrastructure for private
investors. Also, project clearances will be done
in 21 days maximum, he said, highlighting a
few features of the new policy. He urged hospitality industry players to partner with the state
tourism in promoting the destination.
G Kamala Vardhana Rao, Secretary - Tourism, Government of Kerala, said that the
increasing budget allocations for tourism in
states is clear testimony to the importance the
states accord to tourism. Citing the increasing
competition from destinations like Sri Lanka,
Rao said that tourism boards in India have to
pull up their socks to stay ahead. He said that
a lot of Chinese and Japanese tourists go to Sri
Lanka for Ayurvedic treatments and therapies.
He stressed on the need for innovative marketing and publicity in overseas markets on our
niche tourism products before others usurp
the opportunities. Kerala Tourism will be
embarking on a major promotional exercise to
lure film producers from Bollywood and other
overseas markets, including China, he said.
here, he gave the example of the new movie,
‘Bahubali’, which has been shot in Athirappilly
Falls in Kerala.
Shoeb Samad, while explaining the various
initiatives taken by Ministry of Tourism, Government of India, said that the measures have
helped in improving the image of India as a
“value-for-money” destination in the overseas
markets.

F&B - New Concept-based Restaurants & Restaurant Chains
The session, which was chaired by S P Jain,
Managing Director, Pride Hotels, had Master
Chef Hemant Oberoi; Mahadevan, Chairman & Managing Director, Oriental Cuisines;
Chef Shankar Krishna Murthy, Co-founder,
Fusion Hospitality; and K A Madhava, Former
Printed & Published by
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Principal, IHM Hyderabad, as panellists. Chef
Oberoi said that Indians need to take pride in
their cuisines. He noted the common tendency to ape and follow the west. Talking about
authentic Indian food, he observes that what
is being served in restaurants outside India is
far from authentic and this has created a lot of
confusion in the minds of people.
Commenting on the growing demand for
healthy food, Mahadevan pointed out that
health and hygiene need to go hand-in-hand
and cannot be seen separately. Chef Murthy
said that the market size is still small for health
foods; although the awareness is improving
day by day.
Madhava opined that the new FSSA guidelines are quite stringent, and therefore the
industry must partner with the government to
educate and bring awareness about health and
hygiene in the society.
Talking about the role of social media and
e-commerce opportunities in the restaurant
business, Chef Murthy said that this was a
“win-win” situation for both restaurants and
customers.

Online Business - Impact of Technology on the Hospitality Industry and
Role of Travel & Trade
This session was moderated by Dhiraj Trivedi,
President - Revenue Management Services,
RezNext. Kickstarting the discussion, he said
that while technology is making strides at a
rapid pace, it is vital for hotels to leverage it
to optimize revenue and business profitability.
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Panellists at the 'Online Business - Impact of Technology on the Hospitality Industry and Role of Travel & Trade' session

Online data is not structured properly, which
is a big bottleneck, he stated. If technology is
leveraged properly, most issues concerning
guest services in a hotel can be addressed in
real time, Trivedi opined.
Taking part in the panel discussion, Anupriya Ghosh, Complex Revenue Manager
- Westin Chennai & Le Meridien Kochi, said
that travellers are looking for services beyond
the basic ones, and this can be addressed by
leveraging technology. With a tremendous
growth in traffic flow towards the online
space, from tablets and smartphones, hotels
have realized the need to diversify their digital
marketing strategies, as every hotel strives to
focus on getting more direct bookings on their
website, she said.

Abhishek Logani, Director, Online Products – Hotels, MakeMyTrip.com, said that
e-commerce penetration for hotels in India is
still low as compared to airlines or railways,
but this is poised to grow over the coming
years as more people have access through
smartphones. “Mobile is the new online,” he
observed.
While hotels can leverage as many channels
for distribution of their inventory, Ravisankar
S, Group Head (Revenue and E-Commerce),
GRT Hotels & Resorts, said that hotels have
to consider their own website as the primary
branding platform, and should therefore make
it more attractive in terms of design, look and
feel, as well as functionalities. Sangeeth Seth,
Founder, Online Hotel Reservation Private
Limited, also presented his views on impact of
technology.

Branding Budget Hotels, Franchise

Panellists at the 'F&B - New Concept-based Restaurants & Restaurant Chains' session

Printed & Published by

The session was chaired by Ajay Bakaya,
Executive Director, Sarovar Hotels, and had
on the panel, Ashok Anantram, Consultant
(Sales and Marketing), GRT Hotels & Resorts,
and P K Mohan Kumar, Former Chief Executive Officer, Roots Corporation (Taj Group).
Presenting his views, Bakaya said owners
should not go with brand partnerships “halfheartedly”. Brands do a lot of activities for
their promotions, such as loyalty programmes,
customer surveys, CSR activities, etc. Owners
should not feel that these activities drain their
revenues. Nothing stops owners from building
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their own brands, but they should factor in
the distribution abilities of bigger brands and
visibility that brands bring along. However,
location of the hotel is paramount while deciding brand partnerships. While brand tie-ups
could be beneficial in a metro or Tier-I city, it
would not bring the desired benefit if the hotel
is located in a small town where there is hardly
any international travel or corporate activity,
Bakaya opined.
The mid-market and economy segment are
the most challenging business segments in the
hospitality industry, noted Kumar. The margins are quite low in this segment, therefore
scope for error is also small, he added. Commenting on the trends in owner-brand tie-ups,
Kumar said that the era of “fix leases” is long
gone, and what is trending is “flexi leases,
revenue share, and management contracts”
Economy and smart hotels (budget hotels) of
the future would be more “technology-led”, he
predicted.
Owners have to do their “homework” before
going into partnerships with brands, suggested
Anantram. The owning company’s business
strategy, future outlook, and expansion to
other cities and towns should determine the
branding decision, he remarked.

Projects (New Methodology) & Sourcing, Role of Young Entrepreneur
This panel discussion, which was chaired
by Anoop Bali, General Manager, Tourism
Finance Corporation of India Ltd. (TFCI),
had an interesting set of young entrepreneurs
as panelists. They were M Balakrishna Reddy,

Panellists at the 'Projects (New Methodology) & Sourcing, Role of
Young Entrepreneur' session

Director, Bliss Hotel; R Srinivasan, Managing
Director, Radha Regent Hotels; Tharun Giri,
Managing Director, The Windflower Spa and
Resort; and Gopinath Balasundaram, Chief
Operating Officer, The Residency Group of
Hotels.
Participating in the discussion on debt-equity ratio in the hospitality sector, Srinivasan
said that while the hotel business is a glamorous one, one should have “enough cash flow”
to sustain the debt in the initial years. The
hotel business requires more hard work than
knowledge, he pointed out. “Our strategy has
always been to expand and at the same time
consolidate. Therefore, today, even after building three hotels, we are a debt-free company,”
he shared.
The overarching sentiment at the discussion was that of controlling cost at the project

Panellists at the 'Branding Budget Hotels, Franchise' session

stage. “Containing and controlling \cost is
very important. We always follow common
sense while designing our resorts,” informed
Giri. He explained how they were able to finish projects even in challenging locations like
Kerala within 14 to 16 months of acquisition
of land.
Reddy spoke about the importance of futuristic planning for young entrepreneurs. He
said that the decision to build a five-star hotel
in a destination like Tirupati is taken after a lot
of brainstorming. He said that there is a lot of
demand for a good hotel with a lot of banqueting space in Tirupati. Gopinath spoke about
the new trends in hotel design.
Giving a banker’s perspective to the issue,
Bali said that hotel developers should make
an honest analysis of the market available for
their property, irrespective of the location. He
advised discerning investors to not go “overboard” and build products that the location
cannot sustain and support. “If the location is
expensive, design hotels with more revenuegenerating areas,” he added. He questioned
the rationale of investing Rs 80 lakh and above
per room, when the maximum ARR that the
destination can deliver is Rs 5,000. The Indian
hotel industry does not depend on foreign
tourists, but the domestic, he stated. About
banks’ approach to the industry, Bali said
there is finance available for hotel projects that
are based on realistic budgets. In the present
market conditions, banks are comfortable in
working with a 1:1 debt-equity ratio, he said.
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MoT to establish ‘National Medical and
Wellness Tourism Board’ soon
Wildlife, Spiritual, Desert and Ramayana circuit to be developed in the coming year

M

inistry of Tourism (MoT) will
soon set up a National Medical
and Wellness Tourism Board to realise the
evergreen tourism opportunities in the
segment. This was revealed by Dr Mahesh
Sharma, Union Minister for Tourism
& Culture while inaugurating the new
(second in series) ‘Atithi Devo Bhava’
Television Commercials (TVCs) and a
brochure titled ‘India - The Land of Yoga’
in Delhi recently.
“India boasts of one of world’s best
doctors and hospitals providing state-ofthe-art medical facilities on 1/8th of the
price charged in other nations. For medical
tourism, we are targeting Gulf, Africa and
nations such as Afghanistan and more to
showcase the various streams of medicine
available in India including Ayurveda,

Yoga, Naturopathy, Unani and low cost
allopathic treatments on an international
platform. Wellness tourism is also a key
segment of India tourism where many
private players are doing a remarkable
job. We would like to get both the related
segments under one head and give the
required push as both attracts long-haul
tourists to India,” said Dr Sharma.
The new TVC of Incredible India
focussing on ‘Atithi Devo Bhava’ has been
conceptualised and directed by the eminent
Adman-Lyricist – Prasoon Joshi. The Brand
Ambassador of Incredible India – Aamir
Khan is shown promoting the message
(free of cost) of adopting an honest and
helpful attitude towards tourists, as well as
maintaining cleanliness and hygiene in the
surroundings.

L-R Umang Narula, Dr Lalit K Pawar, Dr. Mahesh Sharma, Prasoon Joshi &
Suman Billa releasing the ‘India - The Land of Yoga’ Brochure

This year five tourists circuit of Krishna,
Buddhist, Coastal, North East and Himalaya
are being promoted and for the next year
the Ministry is planning to develop the
circuits of Wildlife, Spiritual, Desert and
Ramayana in India. MoT is also planning to
design a tourist circuit of Noida comprising
Akshardham Temple, Appu Ghar, Bhagat
Singh Memorial, F1 Race Track and Night
Safari. Dr Sharma has also proposed for
a special tourist coach to the Ministry of
Railways, the ticket fee of which could be
higher than the normal coaches. 

FHRAI Golden Jubilee Convention to be held in
Bhubaneswar from September 25-27, 2015

T

he Golden Jubilee Convention of
Federation of Hotel & Restaurant
Associations of India (FHRAI) will be held
in Bhubaneswar between September 25 and
27 at MayFair Lagoon Hotel. The theme of
the Golden Jubilee Convention will be ‘Atithi
Devo Bhava’. The Federation is expecting
around 1,000 delegates to attend.
The Executive Committee meeting of
the Federation recently while finalizing
the convention destination had nominated
Dilip Ray, Chairman & Managing Director,
MayFair Hotels, as the Chairman of the
Convention organizing committee. Sudesh
Poddar, Pranav Singh, Vinay Malhotra, and
Debu Pattnaik were appointed chairmen
for Reception, Event, Accommodation, and
Technical Committees, respectively.
The logo of the convention was unveiled by

Ashok Chandra Panda, Minister of Tourism &
Culture, Odisha. Panda said that the FHRAI
Convention will be a big platform for Odisha
to showcase to the world the splendors
of Odisha and its rich diversity of tourism
assets. “We are pleased that FHRAI has
chosen Odisha and Bhubaneswar for their
Golden Jubilee Convention,” he added.
Tejinder Singh Walia, President of FHRAI,
while thanking the Odisha Tourism for
partnering and supporting the Golden Jubilee
Convention, said that the convention would
provide the much required visibility to the
Eastern region of the country, and will act
as a “catalyst” for growth of tourism in the
region. “It is the first time a convention of this
scale is happening in a Tier-II city in Eastern
India.”
Echoing similar sentiments, Ray said, “The

Ashok Chandra Panda (L) unveils the logo of the 50th FHRAI Convention, in the
presence of Dilip Ray (C) and Tejinder Singh Walia

hospitality and tourism industry has great
potential in the country and this convention
will endeavour to highlight that the tourism
sector is a major source of foreign exchange
for the country as it generates massive
employment for different skill sets.”
The second day of the convention will
be observed as Odisha Day, where Odisha
Tourism will make elaborate presentations
on the tourism potential of the state as well
as investment opportunities. On the last day,
which is World Tourism Day (September 27),
the convention delegates will take part in a
Heritage Walk. 
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PATA Travel Mart 2015 to feature Tourism
Investment Forum for the first time
T

he 38th PATA (Pacific Asia Travel
Association) Travel Mart 2015, which
will take place from September 6-8 in
Bengaluru, Karnataka, will feature a Tourism
Investment Forum for the very first time, to
boost the tourism potential of the state. This
information was shared by R V Deshpande,
Minister for Higher Education and Tourism,
Government of Karnataka, at a joint press
conference by Karnataka Tourism and the
Ministry of Tourism (MoT), Government
of India in New Delhi. The event will be
conducted at the Bangalore International
Exhibition Centre (BIEC).
Revealing details, Deshpande said, “The
Tourism Investment Forum will showcase
the potential investment opportunities
in the region. The pre- and post-event
familiarisation trips will expose the delegates
to the other prominent tourist destinations
in Karnataka.” The Mart is being hosted by

the Department of Tourism, Government
of Karnataka.
Talking about the initiatives taken by
Karnataka government, Deshpande said
that they have appointed consultants to
review accommodation options in the state.
They recently set up a Special Purpose
Vehicle (SPV) to develop infrastructure at
tourist destinations across the state under
Public-Private Partnership (PPP). To
efficiently utilise the 320-km-long coastline
the state has, Deshpande has urged the
central government to expedite relaxation
in CRZ norms as recommended by the
Swaminathan committee. He said that
India will lose the opportunity for coastal
and beach tourism unless CRZ norms are
not relaxed.
Dr Mahesh Sharma, Minister of State
with Independent Charge for Culture and
Tourism and Minister of State for Civil

Aviation, Government of India, thanked
PATA for holding this year’s Mart in India.
“It will be an event of big scale and on
behalf of the Ministry of Tourism (MoT),
Government of India, I assure full support
to Karnataka government and Karnataka
Tourism. Moreover, the Prime Minister has
personally discussed with me the relaxation
of the Coastal Regulation Zone-1 norms
and he will soon be finalising it.”
Introducing the signature event featuring
exceptional networking opportunities,
Jatinder S Taneja, Treasurer, PATA India
Chapter, said that this is the third Travel
Mart that is being organised in India. “This
year, we are expecting over 1,000 delegates
from 60 countries. In order to benefit
one and all, we have fixed a competitive
registration fee and are offering discounted
rates for local sellers to exhibit, and for and
tour operators from Assam,” he stated. 

Former tennis player Steffi Graf appointed as
Kerala's brand ambassador for Ayurveda
State govt hopeful of a breakthrough in seaplane operations soon

T

he Kerala cabinet has given its assent to the State Tourism
Department to sign an agreement with former tennis star,
Steffi Graf as the brand ambassador for Ayurveda Tourism.
Briefing the cabinet decisions, Chief Minister Oommen Chandy
said that the government has decided to give its permission for
Kerala Tourism to formalise the agreement with the former
player as part of the year-long ‘Visit Kerala Year’ celebrations.
The government hopes that the state bounces back from the
image crisis after the recent liquor ban by roping in a legendary
tennis star like Graf as brand ambassador.
When approached by Hospitality Biz India, P I Sheik Pareeth
IAS, Director - Tourism, Kerala, said that the department is
almost in the final stages of signing the agreement with the
German tennis icon, and everything will be “finalised in two
weeks”. He said that the attempt is to finalise the agreement as
quickly as possible so that the state can cash in on her image
and international appeal for the next forthcoming tourism
season, which commences from August-September.
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As to why the state
government zeroed down on
Graf as brand ambassador,
Pareeth said that “she is the
most glamorous and nonSTEFFI GRAF
controversial sportswoman”
internationally. He said that Brazilian soccer star, Neymar had
earlier expressed interest to visit Kerala for Ayurvedic treatment
after he suffered an injury during the last World Cup, and that
triggered the idea of roping in a sports star with international
appeal as ambassador for Ayurveda Tourism.
The state cabinet has also decided to hold consultations
with stakeholders to explore ways to reintroduce the seaplane
service, which had to be withdrawn immediately after the
inaugural flight, a couple of years ago. The Chief Minister said
that possibilities for introducing the service at destinations
where there are no objections from the local community would
be explored first. 
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Lack of quality infrastructure, shortage of adequate skilled manpower
hampering F&B industry growth: FICCI-Grant Thornton Report

T

he lack of quality infrastructure
and shortage of adequate skilled
manpower are among the issues
hampering the growth of the food &
beverage (F&B) service industry in India,
says FICCI–Grant Thornton report.
The report, ‘Unlocking the potential in
the food and beverage services sector’,
was released by Atul Chaturvedi, Joint
Secretary, Department of Industrial
Policy & Promotion (DIPP) at a seminar
organized by FICCI on F&B service
industry . The other issues faced by the
industry are high real estate costs, the large
number of licenses required to operate
in the sector and a plethora of taxes, the
report highlights.
The report suggests that the government’s
intervention in creating good infrastructure
and developing skilled manpower would
help boost the growth of the sector. It
furthermore proposes that real estate costs
can be reduced by lobbying with real estate
developers to develop a better formula of
rent sharing and developing innovative
models for rent.
Simplified licensing requirements with
a single-window clearance approach
and rationalisation of taxes levied on the
restaurant industry are a few solutions
proposed in the report to effectively

tackle licensing and taxation issues, faced
by the industry. Releasing the report,
Chaturvedi said that the government
recognizes the F&B sector’s great potential
for growth and job creation. Hence, it has
been identified as a priority sector in the
National Manufacturing Policy and is also
amongst the top 25 priority sectors, which
are being promoted across the globe to
attract investments. F&B has emerged as
one of the sectors, which receives highest
FDIs, he said.
“The government has been of late
focused on developing the food processing
infrastructure through the promotion
of cold chains and integrated food parks
by subsidising the capital cost. This will
not only ensure the right infrastructure
availability to setup processing units to
provide quality inputs to the restaurant
sector, but also provide a big boost to
the availability of processed foods within
the country, which were in a number of
cases, imported. These initiatives will go
a long way in promoting the ‘Make in
India’ initiative,” said Vinamra Shastri,
Partner, Grant Thornton India LLP.
The report highlights that food
expenditure constitutes the majority of
India’s consumption basket and with an
increasing young population, eating out

will only grow. Eating out has evolved
from an occasion driven activity to an
occasion in itself for the youth. According
to the report, the maximum growth
being witnessed is still in the standalone
restaurant space where local taste along
with uniqueness of concept is the key
deciding factor. Also, amongst the various
segments within the restaurant sector,
Quick Service Restaurants and Casual
Dining Restaurants constitute the largest
categories – combined they constitute
more than 77% of the overall market.
Café segment emerges as the third
category with the market size around Rs
25,000 crore and is growing at 10% per
year. Though the Fine Dining market
constitutes only 3% of the market, the
segment is witnessing a renewed interest
and a large number of multinational
chains are entering the market.
While launching the report, Piyush
Patodia, Executive Director, Grant
Thornton India LLP, said that foreign
investors in this sector needed to have
the appetite for risk taking. India is a
difficult terrain to operate out of with
multiple taxes, complex licensing and
high operating costs. In addition, tastes
and preferences vary significantly based
on the location within India. 

ITDC appoints Umang Narula as Chairman & Managing Director

I

ndia Tourism Development Corporation (ITDC) has
appointed Umang Narula as the Chairman and Managing
Director (CMD). He succeeds Girish Shankar, who is also the
Additional Secretary of the Ministry of Tourism, Government
of India.
Narula, 49, is an IAS officer of 1989 batch, Jammu & Kashmir
cadre, and was the Chief Electoral Officer of the state prior to
this role. He was Deputy Secretary in the Department of
Culture under the Union Ministry of Tourism and Culture
in 1998-2002. He also worked as Director in the Union
Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA). In Jammu & Kashmir, he

was Deputy Commissioner in Kargil
and was later shifted to Anantnag
district. The other departments he
served in the state include Industry
& Commerce, Rural Development,
UMANG NARULA
and Election, among others. Among the accolades received
by Narula are the Best State Award from the Election
Commission of India for conducting the elections in 2014
and taking steps to increase voter turnout (January 2015),
and the Chief Ministers Gold Medal for Honesty, Integrity
and Meritorious Public Service in 2012. 
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Stayzilla.com plans to add over 50,000
stay options by end of next year
Major focus to grow the Alternate stay market over the years

A

YOGENDRA VASUPAL
Founder, Stayzilla.com

FAST growing player in India’s

travel
ecosystem,
Stayzilla.
com, which provides hotel booking
service from ultra-low budget rooms
to luxury stay currently, has set for
exponential growth in terms of hotels
and destinations. Currently, Stayzilla.
com has tie up with over 26,000
properties across 4000 towns in
India. By the end of next year,
Stayzilla.com plans to increase the
number of destinations to 8000 towns
and 50,000 accommodations.
Yogendra
Vasupal,
Founder,
Stayzilla.com said, “We intend
to cover 8000+ towns and over
50,000 stays by the next year all
across India, before venturing
internationally. We do have a lot
of inventory in the North East and
it is one of our fastest growing

markets. We intend to solidify and
further grow this. Moreover, with
the service layer of Stayzilla.com,
hotels today are benefitting from
the partnership with the online
portal through access to its large
customer base. The company has
achieved a ten times growth in
2014 over 2013.”
In the coming time, Stayzilla.
com will be expanding to new cities
developing a stronger brand platform
and work with accommodation
owners to accelerate the growth of the
emerging structured and alternate
accommodations market in India,
which includes hotels, homestays,
guest houses, resorts, B&B’s, jungle
lodges, boat houses, paying guests and
more.
At present over 40 per cent of the

bookings/sales on Stayzilla.com are
coming from alternate stays, up from a
mere five per cent as compared to last
year. In fact, people are travelling more
often and to unconventional places,
where it is not easy to find a good
hotel, added Vasupal saying, “On the
Stayzilla.com platform, there are over
26,000 properties from 4,000 towns.
Stayzilla.com expects to cover 8,000
towns with over 35,000 alternate stays
by March 2016 and inflect the alternate
stay market in India while continue to
grow further at a rapid pace.”
Vasupal also revealed that the B2B
mobile application of Stayzilla.com
– ‘Sell Rooms’ has received a very
positive response in terms of adoption
in the market. “We are planning to
launch the app soon for iOS and
Windows,” he said. 
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CG Group to pursue asset light growth model in India

C

G Hotels & Resorts of CG Group
Global, which recently bought
stakes in Indian hotel management
company, Concept Hospitality, would
continue pursuing the asset light model
of development in India market. CG
Group is a major investor in hotel
development, both alone and venture
partner in countries like Sri Lanka, Nepal,
India, Thailand, and those in Africa and
Middle East.
Rahul Chaudhary, Executive Director,
CG Group, categorically denied any plans
to invest in greenfield hotels in India.
"Our experience in India was not good.
It takes two to three years for approvals.
The whole market dynamics change
by the time a project gets executed," he
explained. However, CG Group is open
to brownfield, conversions, last mile
funding of projects, support up gradations
by putting equity, etc., he added.
Commenting on CG Group-Concept

Hospitality
synergies,
Chaudhary
said that they have done the "brand
classification" of all the eight brands
that come under the two companies and
"interests are aligned" to grow all the eight
brands. "Our exposure to India has been
through JVs—Taj Safaris, Alila, and now
Concept. With Concept, our endeavour
would be to grow our own brands," he
said.
After China and Sri Lanka, India is
the next important market. CG Group
is planning theme-based hotel circuit
brand, Zinc Journey. The company plans
to work with a few royal families in Jawai,
Ranakpur, and Kumbalgarh in Rajasthan
to create Zinc Journey experience around
Indian Royal palaces. "Zinc Journey is
inspired by the Taj Safaris concept," he
said.
CG Group is also going ahead with
developments in Nepal. The company
will launch a luxury safari resort in

Chitwan in October
this year. The 30key resort with a
combination of villas
(18) and rooms(12),
will be managed by
RAHUL CHAUDHARY
Executive Director
Taj group. The group
CG Group
is also developing a
48-room budget hotel on top of a mall,
which is expected to be operational by
end of 2016. The company will also be
upgrading the 75-key Summit Hotel that
they have acquired in the heart of the
city. "Our plans are to convert that hotel
into the most luxurious hotel in Nepal.
We have plans to incorporate elements
of all the heritage buildings in Nepal into
its new design" he said. The company
will also convert a residential apartment
that they acquired in the central business
district into a four-star hotel, Zinc City.
This will become operational in the first
quarter next year, Chaudhary said. 

Accor to be called 'AccorHotels'; adopts new signature 'Feel Welcome'

A

ccor,
the
world’s
leading hotel operator
has become 'AccorHotels'
while also adopting a new
signature. With its new name,
AccorHotels,
the
Group
says, it proudly upholds its
hospitality business, a company
release recently stated. It aims
at increasing the clout and
visibility of AccorHotels, which is both
an institutional and a commercial brand,
by connecting it to its digital platform
AccorHotels.com. It also intends to place
the brand at the centre of its ecosystem of
hotel brands.
On the occasion of the renaming,
Sébastien Bazin, AccorHotels Chairman
and CEO, declared “Today, our Group
changes and loudly and clearly proclaims its

desire to go further, faster. Accor becomes
AccorHotels and proudly re-assumes its
role as a pioneer hotelier that never stops
innovating and surprising, at the cutting
edge of digital technology, but while
remaining a hotelier, first and foremost.
The Feel Welcome promise is a strong
commitment to all our audiences and
enriches the bond between the Group
and its brands.”
The Group also has a new simple,

striking
and
universal
signature that emphasizes
on its desire to federate: Feel
Welcome. Feel Welcome
encapsulates the generosity
and the very essence of
hospitality. It is a promise, the
company said, addressed to
all its audiences: customers,
employees and partners,
so that they feel expected, unique
and privileged. To reflect the Group’s
ambition, the new identity features a
more statutory logo containing deep blue
typography. This new logo continues to
showcase the Group's symbol, the single,
emblematic honey-coloured bernache
goose. This migratory bird is the brand
and mobile app icon. It symbolizes group
spirit, determination and travel. 
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Hotels and airports score high on sustainability
parameters: Honeywell survey

H

otels and airports scored well above
national average in India in three
key sustainability parameters of Green,
Safe and Productivity, according to a
survey released by Honeywell, the global
leaders in energy efficiency and building
automation technology. The first ever
global survey conducted by Honeywell
with the support of research firm IMRB
International and Ernst & Young (EY)
for India revealed that among privately
owned buildings in India, hotels stand
out as the smartest. The survey results
further states that most hotel assets have
relatively higher uptime and coverage
compared to other building verticals.
However, the survey found out significant
variation in scores between luxury and
other hotel categories in terms of fire
safety and systems for screening people,
vehicles, and cargo.
The new Honeywell Smart Building
Score, a global tool that evaluates
buildings based on use of technologies
to make buildings green, safe and
productive, analysed 2000 buildings in
India spread across cities like Delhi,
Mumbai,
Bangalore,
Ahmedabad,
Kolkata and Pune, which included 10
key building verticals like airports,
hotels, hospitals, education institutions,

office and residential
buildings, government
buildings, etc. As India
is embarking on an
ambitious development
initiative 100 smart
cities, the Honeywell
survey cautions the
government, building
owners and service
providers to invest
more in smart building
technologies to better
serve India’s rapidly (L-R) Anant Maheshwari; H.E. Richard Verma, Ambassador of the US to India; Alex
Ismail; and Gaurav Taneja from EY, India
urbanizing population
and help create sustainable cities and Honeywell India said that a city cannot
infrastructure.
be termed smart unless the buildings
Introducing the Honeywell Smart are smart. He said that the company
Building Score results here in Delhi, Alex has initiated this survey the moment
Ismail, President & CEO of Honeywell the Prime Minister of India announced
Automation and Control Solutions said the plan to develop 100 smart cities. The
that implementation of smart building survey found Indian buildings falling
solutions would make facilities more short in “smartness”. On a scale of 1 to
connected and adaptive, reduce energy 100, the national average Honeywell Smart
and operating costs, and improve the Building Score for Indian buildings was
safety and quality of life for occupants. only 33. Whereas Airports and Hotels had
He said that earlier surveys in this a score of 49 and 41 respectively. While
subject only focused on green aspects most buildings that participated in the
and overlooked safety and productivity survey had a healthy ‘green’ score (45), the
Indian buildings had a below average score
aspects of the building.
Anant
Maheshwari,
President, in safety (21), and productivity (31). 

Tourism industry to generate almost 6.5 million additional jobs by 2022

T

ravel, Tourism and Hospitality industry
in India will open almost double the
number of job opportunities in the country
between now and year 2022. These three
segments together employed 6.96 million
people in 2013, and predicted to provide
employment to 13.44 million people over
the next decade, says the Human Resource
and Skill Requirement Report by the
government. The report containing
incremental human resource requirement
across 24 sectors in the country was
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released recently by
Rajiv Pratap
Rudy, Minister of State (Independent
Charge) for Skill Development and
Entrepreneurship, in Delhi.
According to the findings of the
report,
the
incremental
human
resource requirement across these
24 sectors is nearly 109.73 million
whereby the top 10 sectors account
for about 80 percent of requirements.
As per the report, Building, construction
and Real Estate sector will be the biggest

employment generator in the coming
decade accounting for an additional job
opportunity of 31.13 million.
Speaking on the occasion, Rudy said
that as the old adage goes, what cannot
be measured, cannot be corrected. The
idea behind the Skill Gap Studies is to
understand which sectors are likely to
face the biggest gaps. It is imperative for
the government to plan the skilling of
future workforce of India on the basis of
these reports, he said. 
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India scales 13 positions on WEF Travel &
Tourism Competitiveness Index

I

ndia has climbed to the 52nd position
in the biennial Travel & Tourism
Competitiveness Index (TTCI), released
by the World Economic Forum (WEF).
In the 2013 ranking, the country ranked
65th. Spain, France, Germany, US, UK,
Switzerland, Australia, Italy, Japan, and
Canada make up the top ten countries
on the list.
The 2015 report ranks 141 countries
across 14 separate dimensions, revealing
how countries deliver sustainable
economic and societal benefits through

their travel and tourism sector.
Releasing the biennial list, WEF said
India's relevance as a business travel
destination is increasing, along with its
economic growth. It remains a highly
price-competitive
destination
and
recent changes in its visa regime have
the potential to boost the international
arrivals.
However, emerging market peers
like China (17th), Brazil (28th), Russia
(45th), and South Africa (48th) are still
ahead of India on the Index. According

to WEF, long-standing infrastructure
gaps remain in India, especially in
tourism-specific infrastructure (where
India is ranked 109th) and the quality
of roads. The country also lags in health
and hygiene (106th) and information-,
communications-, and technologyreadiness (114th). The safety and
security situation is unsettling, with
a perceived increase in the impact of
crime and violence (97th), and India
ranks only 139th for environmental
sustainability. 

Commeasure to introduce two mobile apps to improve hotel
booking experience and strengthen customer loyalty

S

ingapore-based hotel backend distribution technology
provider, Commeasure, will introduce new applications to
strengthen both partner hotel interface and improve consumer
experience. Commeasure, a fairly new entrant into distribution
technology space, has plans to roll out two new mobile apps in
the next couple of months.
Providing details about this, Amit Saberwal, Founder,
Commeasure said that the endeavour of the company ever
since its inception in
July 2014 has been to
continuously upgrade
and introduce new
features. One of the
mobile apps that
is currently under
development would be a complete distribution solution for hotel
owners, which would enable them to distribute inventory through
their own website, and other channels, pricing, promotions, etc.
The second App, Saberwal said, would be an "engagement
solution", which would make customers more loyal so that hotels
" need not to invest in reacquiring" customers who stayed with
them, once. " We want to make the processes and systems fast
and simple for hotels," he said.
Commeasure currently has 500 hotels as customers, a vast
majority in India and remaining in South East Asia. "Our goal is
to become a global player, going forward. We are hoping to add

another 2,000 hotels in the next one year," he said.
According to Saberwal, the objective is to enable smaller chains
and owner- run hotels which "lack in resources" to invest in
technology to seamlessly distribute their inventory. Commeasure,
a cloud-based solution, encourages these hotels to sell directly
in their own brand website and through other online channels
and at the same time ensure that customers who come online
have a seamless experience while booking products online. "
Our fundamental focus
is on the consumer.
We help in acquiring,
tracking, engaging, and
distributing products to
consumers and ensure
that they have a seamless
experience in the process," Saberwal said.
Commeasure also helps member hotels to be part of the
PayBack loyalty programme, said to be India's largest loyalty
programme with 3.5cr customers. Smaller hotels find it difficult
to join these programmes on their own. Commeasure helps
their member hotels to benefit from such loyalty programmes,
he said.
Calling Commeasure a "success based model", Saberwal said
that the hotel customers would be charged on the basis of the
business generated. Being a cloud based solution the hotels need
not to invest anything upfront. 
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Glion Institute to look for partnerships in India for their
‘Pop-up Campus’ and regular programmes

G

lion Institute of Higher Education,
Switzerland, world’s leading higher
education institution for hospitality
business, is keen to forge partnerships
in India to commence both their ‘popup campus’ as well as campus for regular
programmes. This was revealed by Judy
Hou, Director General & CEO of Glion in
an interaction with Hospitality Biz in Delhi
recently. In India to promote their newly
launched undergraduate programme on
‘Luxury Brand Management’, Hou said
that it has always been their endeavour
to keep the communication going
with the industry across the world
to understand the changing business
needs and design courses accordingly.
Talking specifically on the Luxury Brand
Management programme, Hou said that
the programme is designed to equip
students to broaden the job opportunities

beyond hospitality including luxury
retail, personalized service management,
financial
management,
resort
management, etc. To be rolled out from
the summer session at their Switzerland
campus, this specialization programme
will be offered through their London
campus at Roehampton University from
2016, she said.
Talking specifically on India market
focus, the CEO said that India is one
of the top 10 markets for Glion for on
campus programmes as well as for online
MBA programmes designed for industry
professionals. Going forward, Glion is keen
to establish their Pop up campus in India for
short term certification programmes, she
said. These are intensive 4-day-long seminars
where they deliver classes in a selected area
of specialization like revenue management,
leadership, marketing, etc. to mid to senior

management in the
industry, she added.
Those who complete
JUDY HOU
these certificate courses
Director General
can earn credits if they
& CEO, Glion
intend to pursue higher
degree programmes later on. Hou said that
they are currently looking for partners,
which can be hotels or institutions, for pop
up campuses. “We fly in faculties for these
courses. This is an easy model since it doesn’t
require us to invest in physical infrastructure,”
she said.
Glion is also exploring setting up a fullfledged Glion branch campus in India sooner
or later, she said. She said that potential
partners have already been identified for the
same. She said that they are looking for
partnerships in the model of their London
campus where Roehampton University has
allotted a dedicated building for Glion. 

eRevMax completes 40 XML integrations in four months

H

otel online distribution specialist, eRevMax has added
40 technical interfaces in the first four months of 2015.
The new two-way certified demand partners, including Nustay,
roomlia, Bookit.com, Tourplan, EET Global, Traveltool/
Logitravel, myHotelShop, NetAffinity, TravelRepublic, and
Southall Travel, among others will add versatility to the eRevMax
Channel Ecosystem.
eRevMax provides two-way XML connections with most
leading global and regional sales channels, including traditional
OTAs, meta-search, last-minute and mobile sites, as per a release.
The company also has the maximum available fully secured
certified connections with PMS and CRS providers. The recent
interfaces include InnLink, Travel Tripper, Theova UHS, Indra,
and QikRes by Ubicomp System, among others.
The new integrations will help RateTiger, Connect, and
LIVE users to update availability, rates and inventory to various
online sales channels, including global and regional providers,
as well as new-age mobile distribution apps. The two-way XML
connectivity facilitates automatic reservation delivery from
these channels directly into the integrated hotel systems (CRS/
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PMS), thereby eliminating chances of missed reservations or
overbookings.
Udai Singh Solanki, CTO, eRevMax, said, “Our key focus for
2015 is on product and new partner integrations. We successfully
launched the LIVE integrated dashboard earlier this year and
have been continuously adding partners to our portfolio to
further facilitate effective matching of supply with relevant
demand. Our philosophy revolves around the basic revenue
management definition – helping hotels sell the right product
to the right customer at the right time for the right price. The
addition of 40 partners in a space of four months validates our
dedication to providing best-in-class distribution options to our
customers.”
The company has been enriching its partner base through
regular additions to its channel ecosystem and third-party
integrations that facilitate quality certified connectivity
to support complex distribution and revenue generation
strategies for hotels. The new connections are available to
all hotels subscribed to any of the eRevMax solutions – RateTiger,
Connect, and LIVE. 
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RezNext and Hotelogix announce partnership
Small- and mid-sized hoteliers to benefit from lower entry barriers to new-age technology

R

ezNext, the real-time enterprise
distribution technology company
and Hotelogix, a global leader in cloudbased web solution for hotel operations,
have announced their partnership
strengthening the companies’ focus on
the mid-market hotel segment globally,
as per a company release.
Small and mid-sized independent
hotels and chains will now be able to
access leading end-to-end automation
tools, breaking entry barriers to allow
for enhanced customer
service and improved online
revenues on the lines of what
large hotel chains are able to
achieve. RezNext’s intelligent
distribution
platform
will be tightly integrated
with Hotelogix’s property
management system (PMS) allowing
hoteliers to benefit from real-time
distribution powered by on demand
action-oriented intelligence. RezNext,
which is said to have pioneered the
concept of real-time distribution for the
hospitality market in India, reportedly
has more than 2000+ customers signed
up for its award winning distribution
platform.
“We are delighted to partner with
a best-in-class cloud-based PMS
company. We see a strong synergy with
Hotelogix in our mission to empower

mid-market hoteliers by providing them
access to industry-leading technology
tools to compete on par with hotels in
other segments. This partnership will
benefit the small and mid-sized hotel
segment at large and also the existing
clientele of both companies that can
now simplify their business processes
to deliver exceptional customer care,
shift focus from revenues to improving
profitability throughout the year, while
keeping the total cost of ownership

in technology to the minimum”, said
Mike Kistner, Chief Executive Officer,
RezNext Global Solutions.
Hotelogix,
reportedly,
has
a
strong presence in Asia, Europe and
America and has been empowering
hoteliers across 85+ countries with
its globally acclaimed cloud-based
PMS. Hotelogix is an easy-to-use,
single-point solution for small and
mid-sized properties, such as hotels,
resorts, serviced apartments, bed and
breakfasts, and others. The solution
offers a simple way for hoteliers to

manage their entire
operations as well
as increase their
revenues through
the
powerful
distribution
MIKE KISTNER
capability.
The
Chief Executive Officer,
Hotelogix solution RezNext Global Solutions
has
reportedly,
been made quite affordable for
hoteliers, with a computer and
internet connection being the only
requirements. Hotelogix
customers can avail of
24/7 support, an extension
of the hotelier’s team as a
technology partner.
“We are focused on
lowering the entry barriers
for small and mid-sized
hoteliers to adopt new age technology for
maximising their businesses”, commented
Aditya Sanghi, Chief Executive Officer,
Hotelogix, adding that the partnership with
RezNext also reiterates this philosophy as it
allows the company to offer its customers
tools that enable complete control
over their online distribution. “Combined
with our freemium model (available for
select markets), the deeply integrated
solution suite from Hotelogix and
RezNext will be a paradigm shift in the
way technology can be made available
for hoteliers,” he said. 

Rahul Pandit appointed as CEO of Roots Corporation

R

oots Corporation Limited
(RCL), which operates 'Ginger'
chain of hotels - a wholly-owned
subsidiary of the Indian Hotels
Company Limited (IHCL) - has
appointed Rahul Pandit as CEO. He
has over two decades of experience in
the hospitality and travel industry.
Pandit started his career with Taj

Group of Hotels, spending six years
at IHCL. He is one of the founding
members of Lemon Tree Hotels Ltd
where he looked into developing
diverse aspects of new business,
including
operations,
human
resources, technology and sales. He
spearheaded the company to develop
and grow into three distinct Lemon

Tree brands with 27 hotels across 16
cities in India.
Pandit holds a Diploma in Hotel
Management from IHM, Pusa, New
Delhi and has undergone training
sessions at Cornell, New York; NTU,
Singapore; IIM, Ahmedabad; and ISB,
Hyderabad. He serves on the National
Tourism Committee at CII. 

RAHUL PANDIT
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HSIL now sole distributor of Groupe
Atlantic’s Water Heaters in India

HSIL to enhance their sanitary
equipment capacity; plans
new plant in Gujarat

Eyes 12% market share with INR 200-250 turnover from the new business

H

H

industan Sanitaryware & Industries
Limited (HSIL), promoters of brand
Hindware, a leading sanitaryware brand
in the country, as part of expanding their
consumer products business, has tied up with
Europe’s leading thermal comfort solution
provider, Groupe Atlantic, to become the
exclusive distributor for their Atlantic brand
of Water Heaters in India. The co-branded
‘Hindware-Atlantic’ Water Heaters will
be available in the Indian retail market in
capacities ranging from 1 ltr (instant heaters)
to 25 ltrs, from mid-July onwards. HSIL will
target the mass premium segment for this
product and eyes a market share of 12 per
cent over the next three years with a turn
over of INR 200 – 250 cr.
Announcing the market foray, Sandip
Somany, Joint Managing Director, HSIL
said that they have been working closely
with Groupe Atlantic for the last three years
to “develop India specific products’. “We
have undertaken a lot of market research
to develop these Water Heaters suitable for
Indian conditions,” he said. Water Heater/
Geyser market in India is worth Rs 1,500 cr
with an annual growth of 15 to 20 per cent, he
said adding that Water Heaters have become
a convenience product in India and estimated
to grow faster in coming years. Talking about
the tie up with the French brand, he said that
the tie up will be in “multiple phases” as the

Giles Romagne (L) and Sandip Somany at the launch of the
‘Hindware-Atlantic’ Water Heaters'

market evolves, and have plans to introduce
other related products of brand
Atlantic in India market going forward.
Explaining the market strategy for India,
Rakesh Kaul, President & Chief – Consumer
Business, HSIL said that the product will be
rolled out in 21 cities in about 2,000 outlets
approximately, in the first phase by mid-July,
and will have a pan-India presence by end
of August. He said that these water heaters
come with ‘patented technology’ of Atlantic
which gives advanced thermal comfort.
Speaking on the occasion, Giles Romagne,
Managing Director, Groupe Atlantic said
that both the companies share the same
vision and are household names in their
territories. “I am extremely positive that our
extensive category knowledge combined
with HSIL’s scale and market experience will
be beneficial to Indian consumers.” 

industan Sanitary & Industries
Limited (HSIL), leading Sanitary
equipment manufacturer in the country
under the brand ‘Hindware’, will be
enhancing their annual capacity of
sanitary equipment from the current 3.8
million pieces to 4.2 million pieces over
the next few years. The company will be
investing an additional INR 50 crore in
this business to improve the capacity, said
Sandip Somany, Joint Managing Director,
HSIL.
Somany said the company will be setting
up a new sanitary plant in Gujarat soon
for which land has already been acquired
near Dahej. “We are waiting for the
economic situation to improve to start the
construction of the plant,” he informed.
The proposed plant will have a capacity of
1.2 million pieces.
About the brand's focus on institutional
market, especially hotels, Somany said,
“With the acquisition of Queo brand,
we have been able to make rapid inroads
into the boutique and luxury hotels. We
were catering to premium hotels with
our Hindware Italian Collection, earlier.
With Queo we have been able to cater to
luxury space as well." Similarly, HSIL is
also looking for major penetration into
hospitality and wellness segment with their
new brand ‘Amore’ Wellness Collection.
Hindware launched Amore Collection, a
year-and-a half ago. 

Brigade Hospitality Services' Executive Director, Vineet Verma felicitated

V

ineet Verma, Executive Director, Brigade Hospitality Services Limited (BHSL) was felicitated by
the Bangalore Chamber of Industry & Commerce (BCIC) at their 38th AGM held in the city,
recently. Verma was recognized for his contribution during 2014-15 as Chairman of the Tourism,
Media & Leisure Committee of BCIC.
Receiving the award Verma said “It has been a privilege to be associated with BCIC for the past several
years with the past four terms as Chairman of its Tourism, Media & Leisure Committee. BCIC provides
an excellent platform for us to work together in the larger interest of the Industry we represent and the
community as a whole. It has also accorded us an opportunity to work closely with the Government, in
jointly promoting the cause of Tourism in Karnataka.” 
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Sustainable Hospitality:
A Trendsetter in Environment Conservation
While the hospitality industry has kept the registers of national economy consistently ringing,
its dependence on the environment cannot be trivialized. The wherewithal indispensable to
start a fully operational hotel, significantly includes the utilization of natural resources to render
premium services as per the category of hotels. From the stationery kept in the room at the
guest’s disposal to enhancing the magnificence of lobby with scintillating chandeliers, the use
of natural resources in the form of materials, energy or fuels has been enormous. With World
Environment Day round the corner, Nivesh Bhagtani explores how hotels have been inculcating
Green Practices to respond responsibly to the environment

T

he concept of Sustainable Hospitality
has not been just limited to the age old
classroom lessons of switching off gadgets not
in use or controlling water usage. A stay in a
hotel being a guest’s prerogative, such measures
are no less than a distant dream. Nonetheless,
guests today are equally aware that the continuous dipping into the earth’s resources while
yielding momentary pleasure, has a definite
taxing effect in the long run. Sustainable practices in hotels not only stresses on ecofriendly
initiatives that tilt the balance back in favour of
depleting natural resources but also helps revenue managers surge their numbers by keeping
down the expenses incurred from unnecessary
consumption of resources.
The United Nation Environment Programme

(UNEP), this year has defined the alarming
state of environment in no uncertain terms,
with a theme that seems more conspicuous
than before - ‘Seven Billion Dreams. One
Planet. Consume With Care.’

Hospitality with Responsibility:
The Hour’s Need
In understanding sustainabilty from a hotelier’s
perspective, one perhaps could start with the
insights of veteran hotelier Param Kannampilly,
Chairman and Managing Director, Concept
Hospitality, who has applied his insights on
sustainability across various hotel groups.
Kannampilly now owns a number of environmentally sensitive hotels under the brand
of ‘The Fern’, which aim to render state of the

art luxury by zeroing down on environment.
“Hotels, like every industry are dependent
on natural resources; and have a significant
negative environmental impact. Hence it’s vital
that the hospitality industry understands that
responsible hospitality is not an oxymoron but
a way of being, to potentially drive change in the
current state of environment even as they generate economic wealth”, believes Kannampilly.
With recyclable pens, jute folders and hangers
made of sawdust in the guest rooms, the brand
bearers at The Fern go beyond the conventional
sustainable practices and encourage sustainability by involving in-house guests.
Expressing his concern over the hospitality
industry’s large dependence upon environment
in the contemporary scenario, noted author and

JOSE DOMINIC

C B RAMKUMAR

VISHAL KAMAT

PARAM KANNAMPILLY

MANJU SHARMA

Jose Dominic, CEO & MD, CGH Earth

Founder, Our Native Village

Vishal Kamat, CEO, Kamat Hotels India Ltd

CMD, Concept Hospitality

MD, Jaypee Hotels
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founder of ‘Our Native Village’, C B Ramkumar
comments on the uncontrollable extent to
which electricity is utilized in hotels in needless
situations. “The hospitality segment consumes
resources that are disproportionate to the value
it adds back to the economy of the nation”, says
Ramkumar who is working on his upcoming
book- ‘Green Dreams’.
A marketing professional turned sustainable
hotelier, C B Ramkumar has epitomized the
way Sustainable Tourism is practised in India
by selling exquisite local experiences over
luxury ones while encouraging guests to enjoy
responsibly by adhering to their set of guidelines in the interest of nature and their joyous
stay. The sustainable enthusiast further believes
that such model of sustainability as his can be
easily implemented in an urban setting. “Let us
look at the five pillars of sustainability – energy,
water, waste management, architecture and the
food chain. From the perspective of these five
pillars, one will realize that you need not be in
a rural setting to practice green hospitality”, he
asserts.

Sustainability and Luxury:
The Imbroglio of Coexistence
Promoting sustainable practices in a luxury
hotel becomes a questionable subject as the
patrons invariably resist compromising with
premium amenities and services for guest
satisfaction. The endless debate on coexistence
of luxury and sustainability has many a times
caused a rift between the hoteliers and the environment thinkers. It is noteworthy that when it
comes to luxury hotels, the effort towards sustainability is more obligatory on management’s
part whereas the ecofriendly practices in eco
lodges and resorts are imbibed and practised
by both, guests and owners. Clientele in the
luxury segment are perceived as being more
demanding and snappy, expecting to be catered
to in an absolute lavish manner, to garner value
for every buck spent. Hence, anticipating the
proclivity of such guests towards environment
conservation may appear far-fetched. Even if
hoteliers were to risk their business by encouraging guests to go green, their motives might
be easily mistaken as ‘cost cutting’ stunts by
some guests.
Nevertheless, the success of ‘Sustainable
Luxury’ has been testified by the Dr. Vithal
Printed & Published by
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Editor and Senior
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The Imperial, New Delhi

Associate (Sustainability), HVS India

Venkatesh Kamat who revolutionized the
concept of Sustainable Hospitality way back in
1997 by following vigorous sustainable operations while delivering exquisite luxury to the
clientele at their flagship eco sensitive hotel,
The Orchid, Mumbai which is also Asia’s first
certified Ecotel. “We have an Eco Panel in all
372 rooms, with an Eco Button on it from
where you can switch off all the lights that are
not being used. For instance if you are reading
a newspaper, you can just keep one light on
and the others can be switched off from the
convenience of your own bed-side”, says Vishal
Kamat, CEO, Kamat Hotels India Ltd.
The vision of Jose Dominic, CEO & MD,
CGH Earth, an ardent environment enthusiast
and hotelier, is worth viewing. “To experience
luxury, one has to be sustainable and responsible. We should be ‘local’ in our approach and
promote local culture, food and resources to
minimize the adverse impact of hospitality on
environment.” He further declares, “It appeases
beyond expression when we welcome the tourists who share values similar as ours for environment. For them, tourism is a pilgrimage; a
spiritual sojourn. ”

Decoding Dilemma of Design
An efficient architecture has been identified as
the key to successful sustainable practices in a
hotel. For a property to regard sustainability
as its core principle and not merely a branding
gimmick, the designing forms an intrinsic part
during the planning phase of a hotel. Often
ecofriendly architecture has been perceived
as hindering the aesthetic appeal of the hotel,
which forms the basis for guest’s fascination.
On the other hand, hotels sans relevant specific design features have observed to be impeding their process of reducing carbon footprint.
Sustainable practices in hotels ought to be

AVANTIKA VIJAY SINGH

complemented with appropriate infrastructure
which yields productive results in pursuit of
environment conservation. Eco sensitive designing of hotels does not merely mean improving
the external physical features of a hotel to
harness maximum natural resources but also
incorporates the thorough study of efficient
design features of internal departments . From
lobby and restaurants to laundry and rooms,
ample deliberation is necessary when creating
internal features which add to the sustainable
approaches of a hotel. Generally, new investors
are quite hesitant to put forward additional
investment needed to develop a sustainable
design, whose benefits are viewed as being
limited, by short sighted owners.
For instance, installing aerated faucets in
lieu of typical taps undoubtedly comes with an
additional weight on capital expenditure but it
helps control water wastage and hence decreases
the costs of water treatment. Similarly, a lobby’s
design could be feasible enough to pave way for
maximum day light thereby doing away with
artificial lighting systems.
According to Arun Khanna, Director of
Engineering at The Imperial, New Delhi, efficient and sustainable designing of the hotel
manifests itself as the most productive measure
that strengthens the economy of the hotel by
diminishing the variable costs incurred during
daily operations. Explaining the structural features that exhibit true traits of sustainability at
The Imperial, he says, “There are four atriums
and also The Imperial Spa which allow use of
natural light during the day time. This assists in
saving a huge amount of electrical energy. Two
of the restaurants have an open courtyard which
allows maximum use of natural resources like
natural light during the day time and natural air
during lunch and dinner hours.”
The hotels further have started to go for exter-
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nal auditors who assess, deduce and certify the
hotels regarding their sustainable performance.
The statistics derived help hotels monitor their
operations accordingly making them controlled and judicious consumers of resources.
One such certification is ECOTEL, which is
awarded by HVS consultants upon adjudging
the hotel’s performance under various parameters including Sustainability Commitment,
Energy Management, Waste Management,
Water Management, and Employee Education
and Community Involvement.“Hotels can track
the environmental impact of their business and
reduce key resource consumption parameters
across various departments without impacting
guest comfort,” points out Avantika Vijay Singh,
Editor and Senior Associate (Sustainability),
HVS India.

Sustainable Hospitality:
The Way Forward
In recent times, taking the hazards posed by
environmental degradation into account, the
Indian stalwarts of hospitality industry have
been quite proactive in curbing the possible
impact of hotel operations on environment.
The prudent thinking of Indian hoteliers in
this regard has led to an efficient management
of resources, that often suffer price fluctuations
amid strict legislations.
While going the extra mile in environment
conservation, the Indian developers have
moved way ahead of installation of solar panels,
sewage treatment plants, rainwater harvesting
et al by implementing sustainable practices at
the root level, right at the point of initiation. The
substitution of incandescent lights with LED’s
without hampering the ambience of the hotel
has been a boon for the hotels to minimize their
carbon footprint.
ITC hotels’ initiatives towards sustainability
have been receiving much praise owing to its
accreditation with LEED Platinum rating for
all its premium luxury hotels. The hotel has
significantly reduced its dependence on nonrenewable resources and has introduced the
concept of Green Banquetting which has use
of biodegradable paraphernalia as one of its
salient features.
The change in the perspectives of Indian
hoteliers can be seen through another anecdote, the Steve Borgia story. An apostle of

Pic courtesy: CGH Earth

environmental conservation and President of
Ecotourism Society of India, Steve got off his
gravy train by leaving his UN job and decided
to reform the follies that led to the degradation
of rural India. He converted an entire village
into a hotel which exhibited the true confluence of sustainability and luxury. His brainchild, INDeco Hotels, operates with 70 per cent
resources from the local villages including raw
materials and human resources and hence supports the rural livelihoods in abundance.
Not all developers are environmentally
driven to incorporate sustainable measures for
their operations. Proficient hoteliers foresee
future savings consequent to the present investment and thus opt for sustainable hospitality.
“Savings were the motivational aspect of this
sustainable exercise. Moreover, it was part of
the corporate social responsibility and our
contribution towards maintaining a green belt
in the city,” expresses Manju Sharma, Managing
Director, Jaypee Hotels, having been honored
with LEED Platinum rating for JaypeeVasant
Continental, New Delhi.

Sustainable Hospitality: The Global
Stakeholders
With the Indian hotel chains increasingly
switching to ecofriendly practices, the global
hospitality leaders flourishing in India have
become equally conscious regarding their
impact on environment. UK based, hotel
group, InterContinental Hotels Group (IHG)
has been torch-bearing in this aspect. By
implementing sustainable practices under
the group worldwide and an LEED certified
programme- ‘IHG Green Engage System’ in
all its 4,800 hotels across the globe, IHG’s contribution towards environmental conservation
and reduction of carbon footprint has been
phenomenal.

“Through IHG’s Green Engage, we measure
and track energy, water and waste reductions,
access a checklist of recommended actions to
help reduce impact, and create an action plan,”
explained Suraj Kumar Jha, General Manager,
Holiday Inn Mumbai International Airport, one
of the brands that comes under IHG’s purview.
“The company has a global target of reducing
carbon footprint per occupied room of 12 per
cent across their entire estate and reducing water
use per occupied room in water stressed areas by
12 per cent by 2017,” he further added. He also
revealed that IHG South West Asia’s association
with an E-Waste management company Green
Vortex, would result in proper processing, recycling and disposal of electrical and electronic
waste across the hotels in the region.
American chain Hyatt Hotels’ flagship initiative Hyatt Earth has been encouraging all its
member hotels towards ecofriendly operations
in a hotel. Gourish Gaonkar, Assistant Director
of Engineering at Grand Hyatt Goa, speaking about the hotel’s proactive participation
in Sustainability said, “We have been putting
consistent effort to spread environment awareness and succeed in eco-friendly initiatives.The
eco-friendly initiatives are driven, considering
the guest feasibility, so as not to affect service.”
According to Gaonkar, promoting and adapting
the concept of green hotels will enable the hotel
to take appropriate action and help minimize
environmental damage, and thus showcase the
best green practices.
Vis-à-vis other sectors, the hospitality industry is undoubtedly an active practitioner of
sustainability, throughout the globe. Through
optimum utilization of resources, various
measures and initiatives, the industry is trying
to vigorously reciprocate what it has received
from nature and do its bit to conserve the
environment.
Printed & Published by
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‘Green buildings are technically feasible and
economically viable’
Dr Prem C Jain, Chairman, Indian Green Building Council (IGBC), is an authority and strong proponent
of environment-friendly and sustainable building practices. He shared his thoughts and experiences
on adoption of green building practices in the hotel industry with P Krishna Kumar
How is the Green Building concept
catching up with hotel developers in the
country, considering hotels are built to be
ostentatious in look and feel?
PJ: The need and importance of adopting and promoting green buildings is
fast catching up with the hotel developers. This indeed is a step in the
right direction and will go a long way
in facilitating a Greener and Healthier
India. This, we are sure, will also add
impetus to the Tourism sector.
Some of the key drivers for hotel
developers to go the green way, include,
signiﬁcant reduction in operating costs
right from day one, enhanced brand
image and reputation, growing preference of guests for eco-friendly hotels,
etc. Today, hotels in India are incorporating many of the green features, like
highly energy efﬁcient air-conditioning
systems; water conservation measures,
wastewater treatment and reuse,
rainwater harvesting;
integrated
(digital) indoor environment, lighting
and entertainment control; intelligent/
smart building management systems;
Building information system (BIS),
etc.
By adopting all the above and other
measures, hotels are able to save 40
to 45% on energy bills and up to 30
to 35% on water consumption. These
savings start right from day one of the
operations and are sustained throughout its life.
Over 100 green building hotel projects, amounting to over 45 million sq.ft
of built-up area, are going the IGBC
way. Existing hotels can also go the
Green way. For instance, IBIS Hotel in
Navi Mumbai has gained the distinction of becoming India’s ﬁrst IGBC
Printed & Published by

‘Gold’ Rated Existing Hotel. Hence
both the upcoming and existing hotels
can go the green way and in the process play a catalytic role in addressing
national priorities.

Do you think international standardisation of products in any way limits hotel
players from adopting sustainable buildings and operational practices?
PJ: Essentially, Green building products and technologies are built around
nature and sustainability. Green buildings have demonstrated that appropriate use of technologies brings down the
energy consumption and in the process
results in customer delight. Since the
operations and requirements of various
facilities (lobby, banquet hall, kitchen,
conference halls, etc.,) of the hotel are
different and their usages and occupancy varies, it throws challenges in
catering to the comfort, wellbeing of
the occupants. Therefore, adopting a
holistic and integrated green design
approach becomes an imperative.
IGBC through its Green Building
Rating Systems ensures thermal comfort, enhanced access to outdoor views
and daylight, appropriate lighting and
well-being for all occupants, including
the differently-abled occupants.
Green Hotels are a perfect blend of
ancient architectural practices and
modern technological innovations.
Hotels are also designed aesthetically to provide a warm and soothing
effect to the occupants. Today, hotels
are monitoring energy and water
consumption on a daily basis and making efforts to optimize the resources.
Ensuring enhanced health and/ comfort level of guests is one of the key

parameters of IGBC Green Building
Rating Systems.
From a hotel stand point, how do additional investments in Green concepts make
business sense in the long run?
PJ: At the outset, IGBC rated green
hotels require a small additional investment to ensure the project receives the
desired green building rating. Generally, the construction cost is about
3 to 4% higher than a conventional
hotel building.
However, the incremental cost gets
paid back within 2 to 3 years through
substantial reduction in operational
costs. IGBC, with the support of all the
stakeholders, has successfully demonstrated excellent business case for
green buildings. Today, constructing
green buildings is technically feasible
and economically viable. Stakeholders
are willing to go that extra mile to reap
rich economic and ecological beneﬁts.
There is also a sense of pride and satisfaction when guests stay in an ecofriendly hotel.

Do you think that lack of proper incentives is the reason for slow interest by
developers in investing in sustainable
practices in India? Your views?
PJ: We don’t think so. Irrespective of
incentives, green building movement
has been propelling on its own and continues to do so. Today, India with over
3 billion sq.ft of registered green building footprint, is the second country in
the world with largest green building
footprint. Stakeholders are clearly seeing a business case for green buildings
and therefore, willingly and voluntarily, embracing green buildings as a way
of life.
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Taj Chefs & I
- By Subir Bhowmick, Director, GVK Group of Hotels, Vice President,
SIHRA and Executive Member, FHRAI

A

journey as long as 36 years has to be one
peppered with anecdotes and nostalgia,
highs and lows of many kind. One of the greatest joys in my three and half decades (and some
more) long association with the Taj is having the
chance to deal with talented folks who can only
be called ‘Culinary Artistes Par Excellence’.
These masters who work behind the scenes
have strongly defined domestic and international reputation, and are the integral to Taj’s
legendary reputation of being the best hospitality brand in South Asia.

CHEF MASCI

CHEF ANANDA SOLOMON

after his death”.

Flashback Mode
Masters In Action
Back in 1967, the year I joined the Taj, the celebrated Grand Chef Masci (Mascrarenhas) was
the reigning lord and master of the Taj kitchens.
And he was truly a savant.

The Real McCoy
Chef Masci joined the Taj as a chicken cleaner
at the age of 16. He graduated to become an
apprentice to our European chefs, cooking on
wood-fired stoves. During his proud 54-year
legacy, (the late Mr. JRD Tata insisted that
he not retire), his achievement was to create
cuisine that was well above global gourmet
standards.
Part of the credit to his becoming one of
India’s most recognized face in the global
culinary landscape undoubtedly goes to the
Taj’s tradition of nurturing talent which stems
from her very long history of continuous and
successful innovation.
When Masci breathed his last in 1981, JRD
Tata touched his feet in the coffin and said: “We
will never ever find a man like you”
A young man's story from rags to riches
made it to the Gourmand World Cookbook
Awards 2008. 'Masci - The Man Behind the
Legend' authored by daughter-in-law, Odette
Mascarenhas, was received the Special international Award of the Jury in May 2008 “27 years

When the Rendezvous opened in March 1951,
it created a fashion for grill room dining in
Mumbai. It was entirely created by Chef Masci
and his kitchen brigade and went on to become
one of the Asia’s best continental restaurants.
Over the years Taj has nurtured some fantastic talent and we are fortunate to have in our
midst a number of star chefs from all over India.
Corporate Chefs like Satish Arora, Arvind Saraswat, Ananda Solomon and Chef Natarajan are
well recognizes for having brought Taj guests
face to face with a large variety of fusion
foods and subtle local flavours and spices.
Another champion chef that I had the privilege of working closely with is Chef Hemant
Oberoi. This was in 1972, after I was elevated
to the role of manager of ‘Shamiana’, at the Taj
Mahal Palace Mumbai, and Hemant was then
the sous-chef there. Incidentally, ‘Shamiana’ is
India’s first 24-hour coffee shop (all-day dining).
The above mentioned Chefs have enjoyed
many an opportunity to shine in different
cuisines that simply would not have been given
a stage without this constant innovation that
gave birth to signature restaurants such as Sea
Lounge – 1960s, The Golden Dragaon – 1971,
Machan – 1978, Orient Express – 1983, Thai
Pavillion – 1987, The Zodiac Grill – 1989,
Sonar Gaon – 1991, Karavalli – 1992, Southern

CHEF ARVIND SARASWAT

Spice – 1992, Blue Ginger – 2001, Masala Art
– 2002, Rice Boat – 2003, Wasabi – 2003 and
Varq – 2009. All these restaurants have since
received a lot of acclaim from across the world
for their outstanding food.

Gastronomic Barter
It was (and is) the Taj’s passion to constantly
search for the new and to innovate and adapt at
restaurants so that they can be a deserving part
of the global cuisine panorama besides being
trendsetters in domestic culinary space.
It was this enthusiasm to nurture talent that
lead to the establishment of the Taj Institute of
Hospitality & Hotel Management at Aurangabad in collaboration with the Maulana Azad
Educational Trust and also affiliates University of Huddersfield. The institute is staffed by
experienced Chefs who are gurus to our future
talent.
One of the Taj talented chef Urbano Rego
was sent on European yatra in collaboration
with Goa State Tourism to spread the flavour
of Goan cuisine and culture all over Europe in
order to promote Goa. Taj has sent no less than
51 chefs to the highly successful Indian festival
in Paris in the 80s which was initiated by the
late Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi.
Bombay Brasserie at London was honoured
with the British Curry Award in 2005. The
Indian food served in Brasserie’s 1982-style
colonial ambiance was appreciated by the elite
society of Britain, Hollywood starts as well as
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world renowned chefs.
La Nouvelle Cuisine (New Cooking for
modern times) made its appearance at the Taj
in the years 1978-79. Its legendary founder,
Chef Paul Bocuse, was invited by the Taj for its
75th anniversary celebrations. Thereafter, Franz
Keller, Germany’s most famous Chef practising
French Cuisine and his team were brought to

CHEF NATARAJAN

CHEF HEMANT OBEROI

Mumbai to the Rendezvous Restaurant where
he introduced a new style of cooking along with
the Taj Chefs who had been previously trained
by Paul Bocuse in Lyon and under Keller himself at the famous restaurant Schwarzer Adler
in Vogtzburg.
The marketing of these creations was powerful and original. For instance, to launch the
Orient Express restaurant at Taj Palace, Delhi,
in 1983 the owners of the famous Orient
Express luxury train, Mr. and Mrs. James Sherwood, were specially invited to Delhi to launch
the restaurant. Every alternate year, the Taj
sent talented chefs to the Culinary Institute of
America for international exposure. The initial
Orient Express chefs were trained in Caprianni,
Venice.
In 1984, London’s famous Chef Anthony
Worall Thompson, the Chef Patron of Menagea-Trois, created designer dining at the Taj
Palace, Mumbai’s Roof Top restaurant. This
concept continued for eight years and thereafter we changed to Souk, a Middle Eastern
restaurant, in 2003.

Pushing the Envelope
Taj chefs and F&B managers have continued to
gain experience from interactions with internationally renowned Chefs like Jean George, Grey
Kunz, Mark Millers and Michael Nischan etc
who have been regularly hosted by the Taj.
Popularly known as the Iron Chef, the
Japanese legend Chef Morimoto who has a
Printed & Published by

restaurant in Philadelphia was invited to assist
Chef Hemant Oberoi and his team in launching our Japanese restaurant Wasabi in Mumbai
and subsequently in New Delhi. Over the years,
Taj chefs have hosted world leaders, Kings and
Queens, great Hollywood artists, Celebrities
and dignitaries of global society.
Similarly, The Mandarin Oriental and The

CHEF SATISH ARORA

Peninsula, Hong Kong have enabled our chefs
and restaurant managers to enjoy unique
exposure and training at celebrated restaurants
like Pierrot and Gaddi’s. They learnt attention
to detail, originality, exclusivity, and above all,
international standards of service.
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Zodiac Grill during the centenary year of Taj.

Always the Trendsetter
Taj can lay rightful claim to having paved
the path of the Indian hospitality industry to
achieve greater distinction by bringing international culinary giants together. This strategy
has built a great Organization and is inherent to
the Taj’s continuous success.
Back in the 1980s when the Taj started
expanding its operations in Southern India,
we undertook the challenge to showcase the
region’s culinary traditions. Although market
research showed that people preferred to eat
traditional food on a regular basis, Taj discovered that guests were ready for culinary adventure and new gastronomic experiences. With
the introduction of Karavalli, restaurant in
Bangalore, an eatery serving coastal delicacies
of Mangalore, Karwar, Goa and Malabar at the
Gateway Hotel in Bangalore. Karavalli was conceptualized by Taj old hand Chef Sriram Aylur,
who is also the genius behind the Michelin star
Quilon restaurant in London.

Looking Ahead
Marketing Gastronomy
Sometime back, Mumbai’s popular meeting
place The Sea Lounge at the Taj Mahal Palace,
had organized a unique English High Tea promotion in conjunction with the British Airways
and the Wedgewood Ceramic House. Lord
Wedgewood came to Mumbai to launch this
promotion. Such events are not new to the Taj.
It was the Marketing and PR departments
of Taj that have repeatedly brought world
renowned French chefs like Paul Bocuse and
his team, who introduced India to a new wave
of culinary creativity, here. Back in 1985, seven
legendary European Chefs were invited for a
Culinary Tour of India, akin to a Gastronomic
Odyssey, to Taj Hotels in Mumbai and Delhi.
Such events gave an extraordinary opportunity
to young Taj chefs to work with world-famous
chefs like Chef Trois Gros and others. Similarly,
in 1988 the famous Chef Roux brothers Albert
Roux and Michelle Roux from London were
brought to Mumbai.
The world renowned Chef Anton Mossiman
from London was invited by the Taj to promote
the restaurant of the exclusive Business Club
‘The Chambers’ as well as the re-launched

At the Taj, Culinary Contests among our top
Chefs are organized regularly to enable them
to showcase their talent. Today’s chefs are performers who bring together Art, Science and
Technology making dining more than a mere
physical experience. How Taj has grown from
a single hotel to a global hospitality giant. How
it has always been ahead of her time and how
her people are ready to face any challenge while
maintaining international quality benchmarks.
I can proudly say that I was so fortunate to
have had an opportunity to be associated with
great Chefs from around the globe when setting
up new hotels and signature restaurants.
I strongly believe that the next few years will
see enormous growth in India and abroad. I
sincerely hope that young talent will capitalize
on these opportunities. Taj chefs always had a
passion for doing something NEW, something
LARGE and something that would make a
WORLD OF DIFFERENCE.
My sincere good wishes and good luck to the
present generation of young talented Chefs of
Taj. Taj will always remain great.
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MICE: The Changing Trend
- By Shashi Razdan, Director - Sales & Marketing, South Asia, Golden Tulip Hotel & Resorts

I

ndia being one the world’s oldest
civilizations and also the world’s largest
democracy has made astonishing progress
among developing nations. From a bustling cosmopolitan city to the quiet countryside, hill station or a beach resort, India
has destinations, which offer a backdrop of
unmatched beauty for a business meet.
The numerous experiences that India has
to offer vis-a-vis other countries, has left
every visitor wanting for more. India has
captured the world’s attention as a tourist
paradise. There also exists a dynamic business opportunity as a splendid venue for
international conferences and conventions
of no less than global standards.
India is undoubtedly a unique conference destination as it offers a mix of cultural and heritage sites, state of art facilities
of beach and adventure holidays which can
be combined as pre and post conference
tours. With the backing of the rich culture
heritage, India is in a continual process of
upgrading its MICE (Meetings, Incentives,
Conferences and Exhibitions) facilities.
MICE has now become a new form of
business tourism and is one of the fastest growing segment in the International
tourism market. It caters to various forms
of business meetings, international conferences and conventions, events and exhibitions and is slowly but steadily capturing
every big hotelier’s attention. With the
advanced technology and facilities, warm
hospitality, personalized services coupled
with immense natural beauty and rich cultural heritage, the goal seems to be not very
far. MICE tourism is the new buzzword in
the international tourist market and relates
to various business groups and individual
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travellers.
The importance of the MICE industry
lies in the fact that it converts the business
meetings and conferences into a glamorous
and enjoyable event for the delegates and
attendants. Be it a meeting to bring people
together either from within one company
or from a broader spectrum or an international conference of 100 delegates or
product launch party or exhibition, MICE
tourism finds itself being inevitable in all
the occasions.
While the industry has witnessed growth
in outbound MICE traffic, there has also
been a steady trickle of domestic and
inbound corporate travel that is picking up
speed as India improves its infrastructure
and establishes itself as a quality MICE
destination. India’s government, both
Centre and States and private sectors put
serious efforts into improving India’s infrastructure with state-of-the-art convention
centres. While most of them are still in the
making, the existing ones enjoy bustling
business largely from the domestic sector.
Hospitality sector are not to be left
behind in a sweeping trend. While convention centres in India took their time to
develop, hotels began to serve the growing
demand. Some of them started convention
centres attached to their accommodation
and others offered as many MICE facilities
as possible within their premises. With a
promise of brand quality, the offerings put
MICE tourism on the domestic and international map. MICE contributes no less
than 10 - 12 per cent for Business Hotels &
20 – 25 percent for the hotels with bigger
conventions & more room inventory.
With the industry is growing like never

before, we also face hindrances to continuously match up to the international standards. Lack of appropriate infrastructure
is one of the major hindrances that the
industry faces in India. Having said that,
hotels and convention centres in India
have remained steady to make MICE contributors majorly to their overall business.
The largest contributors are the domestic
MICE travellers. And it is not just the
metros and major cities any more. Sectors
such as Pharmaceuticals, automobiles,
educational institutes, real estate, banking, multinational corporations etc. have
all posed as major segments for domestic
MICE. Air connectivity has also played an
important role in making India accessible
to the travellers.

Future of MICE
The 2014 EIBTM Trends Watch Report
presented by Rob Davidson of MICE
Knowledge reflected the upbeat tone of
confidence widely demonstrated this year
by companies and organisations operating
in the global meetings and events industry.
Highlights of the report show that most
of the key market segments in the corporate meetings sector – information and
communications technology, automotive,
pharmaceuticals and construction – have
experienced growth in 2014, boosting the
demand for corporate conferences, product
launches, and training events. The developing world, in particular China and the
Middle East, is where this growth has been
most significantly witnessed. The incentive
travel sector has also seen a resurgence in
2014, with convincing evidence of growth
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in demand, rising budgets and the use of a
greater variety of destinations for the hosting of such events.
Greater levels of confidence have also
been noted this year among planners of
international associations conferences,
with evidence of increasing budgets and
attendance levels. Cities in Europe and
Asia are particularly successful at winning
these events, although Australasia and
the Middle East are increasingly asserting
themselves as destinations for international
association conferences.
As demand has grown this year, so has
the supply of facilities for meetings and
events, with expansion, in many world
regions, of the hotel stock and major new
convention centres.

This expansion in supply has been
matched by the creation of a number of
new convention bureaus from Hangzhou
in China to Spain’s Costa Brava, with the
aim of winning meetings and events for
their destinations in an increasingly competitive market environment.
In terms of the outlook for 2015, modest
levels of growth are forecast for the global
economy as a whole, although that growth
will be most significant in Asia, the Middle
East and Africa. For the meetings and
events industry, forecasters are practically
unanimous in their predictions that 2015
will witness continuing expansion. Some
even predict that in a number of world
regions – the US and parts of Europe – we
will see a return to a sellers’ market, as
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demand outstrips supply in some key
city destinations.
But 2015 will not be without its risk
factors, which may create as yet unforeseen challenges for the meetings and
events industry – particularly on the
international scale. These include: the
risk of escalating conflicts in the Middle
East and in Eastern Ukraine; the Ebola
virus crisis further extending its grip;
and the threat of a return to recession in
the Euro zone.
Innovation, resilience and dynamism
will be the meetings and events industry’s best response to meeting these
challenges head-on and to making the
most of the opportunities that lie ahead
in 2015.

Impact of Technology in
the Hospitality Industry
- By Anupriya Ghosh, Complex Revenue Manager - Westin Chennai & Le Meridien Kochi

T

he origin of the hospitality industry
dates all the way back to the Colonial
Period in the late 1700s. The industry
has seen a real revolution as it evolved
while traversing through the ebbs and
flows of significant transformation over
the centuries and decades. The nearest
prototype to the industry that exists and
excites us today began to take form in the
early 1950s and 60s, leading the way for
growth into the dynamic and enterprising
industry we know today.
The advent of various travel modes
paved the way for lodging to be the most
prominent segment of hospitality which
today is one of the largest industries.
Over the period of years, though the basic
concepts have not changed much but the
traditional method of sales have been
revamped and replaced by innovative
methods coupled with aggressive market-
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ing strategies.
Over the last couple of years, the industry has witnessed a complete paradigm
shift from concentrating only on standardized distribution channels to moving
towards a mix of multiple channels such
as OTAs, Meta-Search engines, Search
engines and Global Distribution channels.
Prominent conglomerates have really put
their foot down and are driving strategies
faster than ever, covering every nook and
cranny of online space which has now
created a mind share among customers
along with branding.
A typical booking journey of today's
technology driven traveller starts with typing keywords on search engines through
smart phones to shopping for rates on
OTAs and comparing it with hotel's website and in majority cases finally landing
on an OTA to book the room. The prima

facie being the fact that OTAs create a
sense of urgency, are multi lingual and
provide an overall smooth experience.
With a tremendous growth in traffic
flow towards the online space from tablets
and smart phones, hotels have realized the
need to diversify their digital marketing
strategies as every hotel strives to focus on
getting more direct bookings from their
website (considering low costs as compared OTAs). Digital marketing opens up
a gateway in today's world for the hotels to
leverage on their loyalty programs, source
markets and product differentiators to
shift a considerable amount of business
share from their competition set.
This is not something applicable for big
hotel chains; with the right strategy even
independent hotels can make sure that
customers differentiate their hotel from
everyone else’s.
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Real-time Distribution:
Facilitating the Red Carpet to Customers
Consumer confidence is growing by leaps and bounds in taking the online search for information
about hotels to the ultimate booking and online transaction in India. Akansha Pandey dives
deep to find out the latest trends in inventory distribution of hotels and how online distribution
technology providers are helping hotels to leverage and make the booking experience seamless
for new-age customers through diverse platforms

T

he number of people booking hotel
rooms online is estimated to touch
8.4 million in India by 2016 and generate
revenue of USD 1.8 billion, says a Google
India survey. The number of e-commerce
transaction of hotels is expected to grow
2.5 times over the next two years. The survey revealed that the online hotel booking
industry will grow from the current USD
0.8 billion to USD 1.8 billion over the next
two years in India.
The number of online searches using
smartphones has increased by 30 times
between 2011 and 2014, showing increased
penetration of smartphones in India. In
general, the number of online transactions
using e-commerce in India is expected to
grow from the current 40 million to 100
million in 2016, and 250 million in 2020,
which means a sizeable population transacting online and the numbers are really
exciting. While year-on-year growth in
hotel searches using all devices is 37 per
cent, the growth in searches using smartphones in India is 147 per cent.
With the high mobile and internet penetration in the region, Asia Pacific (APAC)
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travellers are prone to taking last minute
travel decisions. Leveraging on experiential marketing and dynamic rates to appeal
to this segment of travellers, hoteliers can
take optimum advantage if they have
access to real-time business analytics that
give them a complete view of their channel
performance, booking source, occupancy,
performance of marketing programmes,
revenue patterns and consumer trends.
Hotel distribution is increasingly
becoming a data driven business in Asia
Pacific as well as globally. The senior management in hotels have a business need
for real-time data that can help them take
quick strategic decisions. Revenue driving
decisions such as distribution-mix, room
rates and promotional offers can no longer
be made in isolation. Distribution intelligence application that allows integration
of data and provides analytics will grow in
demand.

Trends
The rising use of smartphones, iPhones
and apps are quite evident in hotel bookings, globally as well as in India. It is

incumbent upon the service providers,
i.e., distribution technology providers, to
catch this new breed of technology savvy
customers and create platforms to make
the online experience seamless for them.
There are times when 50 per cent of the
hotel booking happens through mobiles,
across markets, said Amit Agarwal, Senior
Marketing Manager – India and South East
Asia, Hotels.com. Hotels.com’s free mobile
app has more than 40 million downloads
worldwide. Globally, 20 per cent to 25
per cent bookings are happening through
mobiles now, out of which 60 per cent
to 70 per cent are last minute bookings,
Agarwal said, adding that Hotels.com has
responded well with this changing trend
and has 25,000 deals on offer for last minute bookings. Hotels.com has developed a
cutting edge ‘wearable’ technology, which
has become a hit globally. People having
iPhone watches get direct update on deals
and promotions on their watches. Hotels.
com is the first hotel booking platform to
offer this, Agarwal said.
Commeasure, a fairly new entrant into
distribution technology space, has plans
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to roll out two new mobile apps in the
next couple of months. According to Amit
Saberwal, Founder, Commeasure, the
objective is to enable smaller chains and
owner- run hotels which ‘lack in resources’
to invest in technology to seamlessly distribute their inventory. Commeasure, a
cloud-based solution, encourages these
hotels to sell directly in their own brand
website and through other online channels
and at the same time ensure that customers
who come online have a seamless experience while booking products online. “Our
fundamental focus is on the consumer. We
help in acquiring, tracking, engaging, and
distributing products to consumers and
ensure that they have a seamless experience in the process,” said Saberwal.
Easy access to the internet has transformed customer behaviour. From across
social circles to reviews found online, customers now check multiple sources before
they decide on the right hotel. Hence for
hotels, their reputation, brand image,
availability, rates, packages and promotions offered on the online world is of
utmost importance, stresses Mike Kistner,
Chief Executive Officer, RezNext Global
Solutions.
Potential travellers are no longer booking the first hotel they come across. They
are researching extensively, comparing
rates online, reviewing feedback from
other guests at the hotel and booking hotel
rooms through the platform that offers
them the best rate, claims Binu Mathews,
Chief Executive Officer, IDS Next Business
Solutions.
Besides, the last minute room booking
on mobile is also becoming increasingly
popular. Hotels thus need to add the channel into their room distribution portfolio,
he feels. With a last minute room booking
app, hotels can sell until the last room
and thus grow occupancy and revenue,
significantly. Mathews elaborated saying, “The mid-size hotel segment is doing
well in India as major demand is coming
from travellers of Tier-I and Tier-II cities,
which are price sensitive and want value
for money.”
Talking about the latest trends, Zubin
Printed & Published by
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Bilimoria, Managing Director, Profitroom
– Indian Subcontinent, said that he saw
rapid growth in direct booking channels
as hoteliers appreciate the most profitable
direct bookings and thus have started to
invest in online marketing. He sees this
trend in both segments - leisure and business hotels across the country.
Travel is the biggest segment in e-commerce, accounting for over 61 per cent of
market share. Udai Singh Solanki, Chief
Technology Officer, eRevMax expects
that with the growing popularity of leisure
holidays among the middle-class, the
budget and mid-segment would see the
maximum growth in terms of business.
Currently, the top performing cities are
Delhi, Mumbai and Bengaluru followed
by Kolkata, Hyderabad, Ahmedabad and
Chennai, he reveals.
Djubo.com Co-founder, Tarun Gulati
explains that the concept of travelling
is changing at a very fast pace in India.
People are expanding their travel horizons like never before, the discovery and
booking of which is being fuelled by the
internet. “Travel is now becoming more
spontaneous for Indians based on either
their immediate business requirement or
an impulse holiday with friends or family. To suffice their travels needs, they are
moving beyond the traditionally dictated
perception of choosing brand hotels for
stay. This has proved to be a major opportunity for smaller independent properties
to capitalise on,” averred Gulati.

Acceptance & Its Response
Although still few hoteliers are manually

managing their online reservation process, but those Indian hotels which have
adopted real-time distribution technology
have witnessed accelerated growth thereby
improving visibility and surging the average room occupancy. Chocolate Hotels
and Resorts, a business hotel chain in India
improved bookings through their website
by 10 per cent resulting in a five per cent
growth in direct booking revenues. Likewise, Infantry Hotel, has seen an increase
in bookings by 99 per cent immediately
after going live on the real-time distribution model along with significant improvement in their occupancy too, said Kistner.
It is very important for hoteliers to
establish a data-driven culture at their
organisation that will empower them to
take quick and informed revenue decisions. According to Kistner, their clients
have experienced an eight to 30 per cent
growth in online booking revenues with
their real-time intelligent distribution
platform.
The Indian hotel industry has always
been a competitive one. However, the
tech products aimed at creating differentiation were developed and aimed at the
larger brand hotels, leaving the adoption
of such technology quite out of the reach
of smaller independent hotels. Today
there are a lot of software out there to
aid smaller properties and finally we are
witnessing hoteliers adopting technology
to not only market them efficiently, but
to improve every aspect of business from
booking confirmations to room holdings,
room queries, payment follow-ups, online
channel partner management to booking
engine management, to deliver supePrinted & Published by
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functions and furthermore
how it can help them to
maximise their revenues and
reduce their dependence
on OTAs and travel agents
to focus on direct bookings. While OTAs cannot
be ignored for sure, but the
increase in the number of
TARUN GULATI
UDAI SINGH SOLANKI
ZUBIN BILIMORIA
AMIT SABERWAL
Co-founder, Djubo.com
Chief Technology Officer, eRevMax
Managing Director - Indian Subcontinent
Founder, Commeasure
OTAs provides an opportuProfitroom
nity to be present on a mulrior guest experiences, asserts Gulati from tions adding that more recently, the budget titude of these channels using technology,
Djubo.com.
hotel segment is also leveraging technol- he asserts.
Bilimoria from Profitroom believes that ogy to automate processes, free staff from
The Indian hotel distribution market
the Indian hoteliers are extending more mundane tasks and grow revenue.
is quite complex and most of the midimportance to technology adoption in
“The mid-market segment may have segment hotels in India still rely on the
their revenue management. Profitroom’s been slow, but has been increasingly traditional distribution methods due to
hotel partners have witnessed an average of adopting technology especially to connect lack of knowledge about the latest distri42 per cent or more incremental business and engage with guest such as online repu- bution technologies, adds Saberwal from
from what they received via their previous tation management, revenue management, Commeasure. Besides, hoteliers in India
providers. Additionally Profitroom has also business intelligence, web booking engine, are highly dependent on the OTAs and
provided a service known as ‘Performance last-minute room booking app and more. travel agents for driving the bookings
Marketing’ which has helped hoteliers in Technology helps hotels strategise more due to which they lose out on 20-25 per
improving their online visibility and also carefully on how to approach their target cent of their room revenue.
Solanki from eRevMax added that
optimising their rates, packages and avail- audience, monitor the engagement in a
able inventory by a Revenue Specialist planned manner, respond quickly to their the industry is largely is dominated by
assigned at Profitroom.
guests’ demands, and up-sell and cross- family-run, independent properties.
The growing popularity of Online Travel sell services to increase their revenue,” The major worry is the sub-optimal
presence of budget and small hotels in
Agents (OTAs) has given hotels across avers Mathews.
segments an opportunity to improve their
India is an important growth market for the online space due to lack of techexposure and online revenue, said Solanki Hotels.com globally. They have been reg- nology expertise and awareness. For
from eRevMax. “According to a FHRAI istering robust year-on-year growth in the technology providers to make solutions
survey, use of revenue management solu- market, reveals Agarwal. The confidence of easily accessible and available to small
tions has been the second most popular the customers to buy hotel products online hoteliers is a task.
Many hoteliers are still manually
technology trend for the hotel industry. is growing, he feels.
managing their online reservation proIn Tier-I and Tier II cities, between 30-60
cess, stresses Kistner. Updating bookper cent hotels with online presence Challenges
have been using revenue management/ The biggest concern is the lack of right ings, modifications and cancellations
channel management system. The luxury education available to hoteliers to under- into the hotel’s PMS and pushing rates
and chain hotels are the early adapters of stand hotel distribution, stated Bilimoria. and inventory to each channel can be
technology. Mid-scale hotels are also using Distribution in India is dominated by time-consuming and prone to errors.
online distribution and channel manage- OTAs, but now it’s time to get the direct This can result in over/under-booking
ment solutions to optimise online revenue. business back, he feels. The opportunity situations that can not only result in a
However, smaller hotels are still behind is to help hoteliers select the right solu- revenue loss for the hotel but also result
when it comes to adapting technology tions that work for them and not where in negative reviews,” he asserts.
On the other hand, Mathews stated
automation due to cost and lack of aware- they have to make systems work for them,
that the bottleneck before a hotel is
asserts Bilimoria.
ness,” elaborated Solanki.
Agreeing with this, Gulati from Djubo. to be found when a potential guest is
The five-star category has always been
leveraging hospitality technology without com avers that the biggest constraint is to searching for them online. Here, a hotel
hesitation as for them guest satisfaction make the hoteliers, especially the indepen- needs to be on as many distribution
is of paramount importance, highlighted dent ones aware about these robust channel channels as possible and offer the most
Mathews from IDS Next Business Solu- management solutions, its benefits, how it competitive rates as well, he said.
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‘Our strength lies in our highly
standardised F&B offerings’
A mid-market hotel chain promoted by Mirah Hospitality, Citrus Hotels has been able to make
their pan-India presence through a ﬁne mix of both owned and managed hotels. Currently,
Citrus Hotels manages 15 hotels and has a robust pipeline in key tourist destinations.
In a one-on-one interaction, Gaurav Pallial, Chief Executive Ofﬁcer, Citrus Hotels, tells
P Krishna Kumar about the brand differentiators, strategy, and increasing relevance of
mid-market hospitality in the Indian hotel landscape
How was Citrus Hotels journey as a
mid-market chain in the Indian hotelscape? How you are different from other
mid-market chains?
GP: Although we have started our journey
nine years back, it was largely a loose portfolio with more or less no standardisation,
initially. As competition in the mid-market
space increased with the advent of branded
international and domestic players, we realised that we have to get our acts together.
From 2010, we worked towards bringing
standardization in our product offerings.
Today, I can boastfully say that we are the
only hotel group in our space which has got
inventory, stores and accounts all online.
Also, we have a standardized offering across
all Citrus properties.
As a hotel brand, our positioning is at
the lower end of Luxury. However, we
are very different from other brands in our
space. Normally, most of the players in
this space ignore the F&B side of hospitality. We rather feel that the F&B helps in
building the image. We take our F&B quite
seriously. This contributes almost 35 to 40
per cent of our revenue at the unit level. We
have a highly standardized F&B, and that is
our strength. 70 per cent of our menu at our
Coffee Shop – Biso – is standardised. We
have a standardised Bar product in 60Ml,
a Spa brand in “Paradisi’, and ‘Skilit’, the
Rooftop diner. Of course, regular guests
to our properties might feel a certain level
of monotony in our products, but from
a business standpoint, the cost benefit of
standardization far outweigh the negatives.
As a hotel company, we take extreme care of
Printed & Published by

our associates and instill in them the brand
ethos. We are not claiming to be the best
paymasters in the industry, still the attrition
level is less than 5 per cent in the company.
We do five to six team building exercises
for our associates annually, which helps in
knowledge sharing, networking, building
brand loyalty and above all the bonding.
In our company, the real power lies in the
units and not in the corporate level.

What is the business model you follow?
GP: We both own and manage hotels.
Unlike many other mid-market brands who
are only into managing assets, Citrus Hotels
invests in hotels. Seven out of 15 hotels currently under our fold are owned properties.
That is our strength. We will continue to
invest in hotel development and at the same
time pick up hotels for management and
sales and marketing partnerships. What we
don’t want to do is franchising. We are quite
passionate about our brand, therefore want
complete control.
What are your expansion plans in terms
of both owned and managed routes?
GP: We have a robust pipeline of hotels
across India. From four hotels in 2010, we
have grown to 15 hotels in the last five years.
New hotel developments are in Pench,
Nagpur, Alibaugh, and Munnar. Except
Alibaugh, all other projects are underway.
We are also considering expansion of our
Lonavala hotel. In the management portfolio, we have properties coming up in
Hubli (70 rooms), Amritsar (50 rooms) and

Trivandrum (150 rooms). All these properties are expected to get operational by the
end of this year.
We will be making our international foray
with our first management contract in Sri
Lanka. We are converting the residence of
renowned Sri Lankan Architect, Geoffrey
Bawa, into a hotel. It’s a high-end luxury
property , and we have taken it on lease.
We also intend to expand our footprint to
Dubai as well.
As far as expansion is concerned, we
haven’t set any targets. We consider every
property as an opportunity and consider
our owners as our partners. We want to
work with owners who have patience as
hotels have a gestation period.

How do you look at the consolidation
that is happening in the budget segment
with the advent of brands like OYO,
AirBnB, ZO Rooms, etc. and the ensuing
competition in the mid-market segment?
GP: Hospitality is a service business which
involves a lot of emotional connect with
the customers. For instance, we have
e-commerce portals like Flipkart, Amazon,
Snapdeal, etc. on one side, but people are
still going out to shop at shopping malls and
retail markets as usual. People still want
that emotional connect when they shop,
that can be experienced only when they
do shopping physically. Most of these start
up brands, do not have complete control
over their inventory, and therefore cannot
deliver experiences that regular branded
players deliver to customers.
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‘India is the second biggest country after
US in LEED Green Building Footprint’

The United States Green Building
Council (USGBC) is a private nonproﬁt organisation that promotes
sustainability in the way buildings
are designed, built and operated.
Gopalakrishnan P, Director and
Head – Asia Paciﬁc and Middle
East, USGBC, in a conversation
with Akansha Pandey, talks about
its recent launches and how well the
concept has been adopted in India

What is USGBC and how is it related
with the hospitality industry?
GP: Founded in 1993, USGBC was conceptualised by Rick Fedrizzi, Mike Italiano and David Gottfried in Washington
DC. It is committed to a prosperous and
sustainable future through cost-efficient
and energy-saving green buildings and
works toward its mission of market
transformation through its Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design
(LEED) green building program, robust
educational offerings, a nationwide network of chapters and affiliates. USGBC is
also best known for annual Greenbuild
International Conference and Expo –
the world’s largest conference and expo
dedicated to green building. Buildings
including hotels, certified by USGBC save
money and resources and have a positive
impact on the health of occupants, while
promoting renewable and clean energy.

been launched three months back in
collaboration with International Well
Building Institute (IWBI) in Delhi which
considers the air, water, nourishment,
daylight and other similar factors for
the healthy life of the occupants of the
building. All the development activities
and certification will be taken care by
USGBC and Green Business CertificaWhich are the new sub-brands tion Institute (GBCI). India is the first
launched by USGBC recently?
country outside the United States where it
GP: USGBC has
has been launched.
recently launched
Currently India has
'Today, from schools to
‘LEED Dynamic
over 2018 projects
universities, hospitals to going for LEED,
Plaque’ about ten
months ago in
retail units; everybody is accounting over
Delhi
wherein
874 million square
endorsing the concept of feet registered and
comparison with
local and global
certified space.
green buildings'
peers is possible.
When was the India hub launched?
This concept is a building performance
monitoring and scoring platform which GP: USGBC was started 20 years back and
keeps tabs on how an entire building its India hub was launched in April 2014
or even specific office spaces perform thus increasing its presence in India, one
in terms of energy use, water use, waste of the top five markets in the world for
reduction and transportation impacts LEED. Last year USGBC also established
and takes into account the experiences of a new LEED hub in Delhi focused on
business development and supporting
employees within the space.
Besides ‘Well Building Standards’ has LEED project teams in India. The hub is
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GP: As market leaders, it is our responsibility to ensure

'The retro-fitting industry is getting
into the volume game that will eventually bring down the costs. We see a
good opportunity there and we aim to
be the catalyst therein by nudging the
industries to go along the line'

that the sustainability brands that we will be launching in
the future addresses the concerns of one and all. We design
our brands keeping in mind that a budget brand is able to
embrace LEED in some or the other form. Work is in progress and there is a lot of introspection that keeps happening
at our end to drive results that are best suited to each and
every scale of unit.

Talking about getting the retro-ﬁttings in place,
what kind of cost is involved in establishing
offering education, technical support and customer service. the same?
USGBC is the market leader in the sustainability concept GP: Retro-fittings mean involvement of cost and many peoand the coveted LEED brand belongs to it. Talking about ple question about the payback period. But, the good thing
the number of projects per square feet, India is the second is even though it involves incurring expenses, businesses are
biggest country outside the United
looking at different perStates in terms of LEED Green
spective. Today we have a
'Many stand-alone restaurants and lot of case studies where the
Building Certification.
the food and beverage industry are payback periods have been
two to five years, which is
When do you think this concept
waking up to this environmenta good sign. Moreover, the
started growing in the Indian
market?
friendly concept. The food and bever- entire retro-fitting industry
GP: The concept of green buildage readerÊs forum in India is also is getting into the volume
game which will eventuings hit the Indian market almost
seven to eight years back. Realising very active and is keen to adopt the ally bring down the costs as
well. We see a good opporthe potential it brought to other
sustainability concept'
tunity there and we aim to
markets, business leaders across
be the catalyst therein by
various sectors in India pondered
on the concept. They adopted it with time, making the nudging the industries to go along the line.
percolation to other similar or varied scale units very easy
and fast. Due to the growth, India currently stands tall as
There are a lot of conventional hotel chains in the Indithe number two LEED country after the United States of an market. What is their reaction to the concept endorsed
America. Today, from schools to universities, hospitals to by USGBC?
retail units everybody is endorsing the concept.
GP: There is a lot of interest among the conventional players
as well. Many such brands believe that old buildings can also
With regard to the Indian hospitality industry, has the become sustainable such as Jaypee Vasant Continental, New
sustainability concept picked up in a big way or does it Delhi. The attention is also growing with the payback period
still have a long way to go?
getting shorter and the retro-fitting route getting affordable.
GP: We are pleased to see that ITC and Jaypee Hotels have As a brand owner of LEED, we also have the responsibility
picked it up in a big way and I firmly believe that with time of ensuring educational awareness. For the same, we have a
it will eventually become popular with the other diverse series of events lined up in key metro cities. Penetrating our
brands in the Indian hospitality industry. Besides, in the reach to Tier II and III cities is also on the cards as they have
whole exercise of getting the certification, the project teams a good number of big-scale units which have not yet tread
come together more often in India. In the hospitality indus- this path due to the informational gap.
try the learning are being picked up very well. This is the
start of the innings and it has still not matured but I am sure
Any new trend related to the sustainability concept
not just upscale hotels but we also expect budget hotels to be that you have noticed recently?
a part of it.
GP: Many stand-alone restaurants and the food and beverage
industry are waking up to this environment-friendly conTalking about a budget hotel brand with limited cept. Global brands such as KFC have been adopting LEED
resources, do you feel that sustainability is a feasible outside India. The food and beverage reader’s forum in India
idea or an affordable exercise?
is also very active and is keen to adopt the concept.
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Panoramic Puducherry
White Town

A

way from the hustle and bustle of a big city, the Union Territory of
Puducherry is a quiet little town on the Southern Eastern coast of India.
The unmistakable French connection, the boulevards, the quaint colonial
heritage buildings and endless stretches of unspoilt virgin beaches, backwaters
and restaurants, serving a mélange of cuisines, provide a heady mix that draw
travellers from near and far.
A maritime hub of India for long, Puducherry caught the fancy of colonial
masters and was a colony of European powers for a very long time. The
Portuguese have been here, and so have the Dutch, the Danes, the English and
the French. By 18th Century, the tiny fishing village of Puducherry had turned
into a grand port city. The French first set foot in Puducherry in 1670 and
left a part of them when their undisturbed rule ended in 1954, and not much
has changed since then. Because of these colonial connections, Puducherry is
Gandhi Statue
known as a ‘mini Europe in India’. And, this heritage is what gives it a distinct
identity even today.
The streets and few landmarks in the town still carry French names
and nomenclatures. Puducherry is less commercialised compared to
other destinations, which inherited the same legacy. Puducherry is a
great place to look around, take a walk by the sea, or attend a cultural
programme in a more leisurely way compared to Goa or Kochi.
The best way to explore the town is on foot. The spirit of Puducherry
is best captured by walks through the old town’s greenery and charming
architecture. Cycling is another enjoyable way to see things at a steady
pace in the town. Heritage Walk in Puducherry is quite a hit with
tourists.
For a visitor, Puducherry offers myriad opportunities that range from
doing absolutely nothing on the sandy beaches to indulging in activities
that fulfill every moment of the stay.

Puducherry is a destination where the best of all, be it art, craft, architecture, culture or landscape, all weave together a mesmerising mélange
of experiences to visitors of all tastes and expectations.
The Union Territory of Puducherry comprises four coastal regions—Puducherry, Karaikal, Mahé and Yanam—each with distinct identity.
These four regions are geographically apart. While Mahé, because of its closeness to the state, follows distinct culture and customs that are
close to Kerala, Yanam, another important region of Puducherry, due to its closeness to Andhra Pradesh, is more Telugu-speaking. Karaikal
and Puducherry have more Tamil orientation in their culture and lifestyle. Puducherry spreads its web across three states, namely Tamil Nadu,
Kerala and Andhra Pradesh.
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Heritage and Culture
The inherent ambience of Puducherry becomes most evident in the oldest part of
the town, which flanks the seashore boulevard. Colonial buildings, some of which
date back to the 18th Century, house the French institutions, private homes and
businesses, and the sprawling premises of the famous Sri Aurobindo Ashram. A
visitor is greeted by mellow colours of cream, yellow, pink and grey with
flamboyant bougainvillea, bursting over gates and compound walls of
cool courtyards.
Old Puducherry has two distinct areas—French and the native Tamil.
The French part of the town was built along the sea on sand dunes. It
is characterised by long, wide streets with colonial style buildings. The
residential buildings are comparatively simple, solid and varied. They
have flat roofs, an inner courtyard with garden, and colonnaded porticos
have a double function of protecting from the sun and rain and serving as
a transition space to the rest of the house.
The public buildings are usually surrounded by a large fenced compound. At times, French models were used, which were adapted to suit
local conditions. These buildings often have an impressive staircase to an elevated ground floor and a collonaded facade.
Quiet beaches and peaceful resorts to the North and South balance Puducherry’s laidback lifestyle. Puducherry not only has its own special
attractions to offer, but is also a perfect base to explore the rich destinations around it (Tamil Nadu), even in daily trips—Auroville, the
international City of Unity; the imposing Gingee Fort; the holy temple towns of Kanchipuram, Tiruvannamalai and Chidambaram; the
heritage sculptures and magnificent rock temples of Mahabalipuram, and the cool and lush hill stations of Yercaud and Kodaikanal.
For the shopper, Puducherry has a lot to offer and is fast becoming a favourite shopping destination in the Southern region. Puducherry
is soft on travellers’ purses with either non-existent or low taxes. It is known for its traditional doll-making, textiles and silks and is also
the birthplace of several world-class brands in leather, pottery, aromatics, fashion and handmade paper. A new trend is the proliferation of
exquisite decor boutiques and export-quality antique furniture galleries.
A visit to Puducherry would be incomplete without tasting the local cuisine. The culinary offering of the destination ranges from local Tamil
and Malayali cuisine to authentic international cuisines. As a true international melting pot, Puducherry is a place to savour Continental, Thai
and Vietnamese cuisines.
The Sri Aurobindo Ashram located on Rue De La Marine, is one of the most well-known and wealthiest ashrams in India, with devotees
from across the world flocking to it for spiritual salvation. The Ashram was set up in 1926 by Sri Aurobindo Ghosh, one of India’s greatest
philosopher-poets, who originally came to Puducherry to escape persecution by the British.
In and around Karaikal, there are several important tourist destinations, the most important being the holy Shiva and Vaishnava temples,
which are recorded in the holy books of Nayanmars and Alwars.
The Karaikal sandy beach is one of the best natural beaches in
Tamil Nadu. The famous Kasakkudi copper plates, discovered
in the village of Keezha Kasakudy in 1879 by MJ Delafon
and ascribed to Nandivarman-II, throw light on the cultural
inclination of the people who lived in this part of the country
during the Pallava days. Right from the ancient times, Karaikal
has been renowned as a pilgrimage centre. The total number of
Hindu temples in the region is said to be 99. Seasonal festivals
are conducted every year during June-July and OctoberNovember.
Mahé, also known as Mayyazhi, is a small town surrounded
on all sides by Kerala. Formerly a French colony, Mahé has the
remnants of two forts, the Othenan’s Fort and St. George Fort.
A panoramic view of Mahé makes the St. George Fort a mustvisit. St. Theresa’s Shrine at Mahé is the most famous Christian
church in the Malabar region. The church was built during the
French rule and it stands as a monument to their legacy.
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Beaches
Puducherry’s quiet and uncrowded beaches offer fabulous beach resorts,
cottages, cafes and bars commanding excellent views of the sea. Plage Paradiso
or Paradise Beach located eight kms from the Puducherry town is flanked by
a quiet-flowing creek on one side. In fact, travellers can sail downstream to the
sands and pitch up a cosy seaside tent for themselves. Overnight stay at the
tree house on the backwater banks provides a unique experience of the great
outdoors. A short pleasant cruise into the sea from here could reward travellers
with the memorable sight of playful dolphins in their natural habitat. Serenity
Beach is a ten-minute drive to the North of Puducherry. This virgin beach,
with its serene surroundings is an ideal place for travellers to laze away their
day. The Auroville Beach, which is off the Eastern Coastal Road, has shallow
waters making it ideal for swimming. It is a popular beach in the region.

Educational Hub
Puducherry has evolved into a hub for higher education over the years. There are numerous institutions that impart education on the French
language and culture in Puducherry. The Alliance Française de Pondichéry, the Lycée français de Pondichéry, the Institut Francais, and the
Ecole Francaise d Extreme-Orient are all there in Puducherry, dedicated to the continuing heritage of Franco-Indian scholarship and cultural
exchange. Jawaharlal Institute of Postgraduate Medical Education and Research (JIPMER) is a well-known postgraduate medical education
and research centre in India. Sri Aurobindo International Centre of Education is a leading centre for research activities in the field of education.
Similarly, Puducherry is the seat of Pondicherry University, and many other public and private institutes.

Infrastructure
The UT of Puducherry, despite its immense potential in the field of tourism, is plagued with issues related with air and rail connectivity.
Most of the international and domestic tourist traffic currently depends on Chennai International airport for reaching Puducherry. Although
Puducherry has an airport operated by Airports Authority of India (AAI), with a capacity to hold smaller aircraft, airlines are yet to look at this
airport for scheduled operations. The local administration has been clamouring for connectivity with other cities to boost tourism in the state.
Meanwhile, the work on a Greenfield airport at Karaikal is underway. This airport will be the first fully privately owned airport in the country.
The Airport, spread across 562 acres, is being developed by Karaikal Airport Private Limited, a subsidiary of Super Airport Infrastructure
Private Limited. The first phase of construction for an 1,800-mtr runway and a terminal building capable of handling 250 passengers during
peak hours is underway and expected to become operational in a year’s time. The airport is expected to provide a major impetus to Spiritual
Tourism in and around Karaikal.

Auroville
This ‘City of Dawn’ was conceived as a place of research into the ideal of human
unity by Mirra Alfassa, (also known as ‘The Mother’), the spiritual collaborator of Sri
Aurobindo. Located around eight kms from Puducherry, its buildings are a combination
of modern Western and traditional Indian elements, set in a rural landscape of deep red
earth and widespread forestation, with narrow roads linking the settlements. During
the inauguration ceremony of Auroville in February 1968, soil from 124 countries was
placed in a lotus-shaped urn and mixed to symbolise universal oneness. The Govt. of
India and UNESCO have endorsed the project.

Aayi Mandapam
Aayi Mandapam, also known as the Park Monument, is a white monument built in GrecoRoman architecture during the time of Napoleon III, Emperor of France. It is situated in the
centre of Bharathi Park. The monument commemorates the provision of water to the French
city during his reign. It was named after a lady courtesan called Aayi. She destroyed her own
house to erect a water reservoir to supply water for the city.
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Arikamedu
Arikamedu is an archaeological site situated seven kms from the city centre. The
excavations held at the site from 1940s have
revealed the existence of a fishermen village
and port at the site, which had conducted
trade with European countries during the
Chola period. The Roman treasure trail and
Arikamedu River cruise are quite popular
with tourists here.

Manakula Vinayakar Temple
There are said to be more than 150 Hindu temples in Puducherry of which this is probably the
most famous and most visited by foreign tourists. It’s dedicated to Lord Ganesh and is fairly
small but busy with worshippers. It has a golden spire and its walls portray 40 different forms
of Lord Ganesh. A large elephant is generally found outside the temple entrance which ties in
with Ganesha as he is the elephant god of good fortune.

French War Memorial
The city is dotted with a lot of museums
and monuments. The French War
Memorial is an important monument
built to commemorate the war heroes
of World War I. The war memorial is
beautifully illuminated during the annual
commemoration held on Bastille Day, on
July 14, every year.

Religious Centres
The length and breadth of Puducherry is dotted with magnificent churches and temples built
through the centuries. These religious structures are unique in their architectural patterns.
Especially, most of the Christian churches in Puducherry are built in Greco-Roman and
Gothic style during the French rule. Although the temples in Puducherry are not as well
known as their more famous counterparts in towns like Tanjavur or Chidambaram, they are
charming in their own unique way, with some of them even dating back to the 10th Century
AD Chola period

Varadaraja Perumal Temple
Located on M. G. Road, this is believed to be the oldest temple in town, dating back to 600
AD. Built in the typical Dravidian style, the temple is complete with a brightly coloured
‘gopuram’ and sculpted pillars. It is probably the oldest standing structure in Puducherry.
This temple is dedicated to Lord Vishnu.
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Notre Dame de’ Cathedral
Located on Mission Street, this Cathedral, which bears a strong resemblance
to a church in France, was built in 1791 in the place of a former church. The
imposing façade presents paired Doric columns below and ionic above. In front
of the church is a statue of Our Lady with the infant Jesus in her arms. The
interior design consists of eight barrel vaults and a central dome pierced with
eight circular openings.

Church of the Sacred
Heart of Jesus

The Church
of Our Lady
of Lourdes
This interesting church is located at
Villianur, a small town 11 kms from
Puducherry. It was erected in 1876 and
modelled on the Basilica in France. The
statue of Notre Dame was donated by the
French government a year later. A curious
feature here is the Church tank, which is
usually common in all the Hindu temples.
We can only speculate as to the purpose of
the tank. Was it an attempt to assimilate
the local customs or was it built out of
necessity? The ritual bathing of devotees
at the tank here, a long standing tradition,
is one of the highlights during the festival
held in June, honouring the Madonna.

Located on Subbayah Salai, this white and
brown neo-Gothic church is one of Puducherry’s
finest Catholic churches. It was built by French
missionaries in the 1700s in a contrasting NeoGothic manner, with towers flanking a central
gable and stained glass windows on the side.
The church has an imposing entrance and the
beautiful stained glass panels depict incidents
from the life of Jesus Christ. Further, along the
Southern boulevard is the cemetery that has
some interesting tombs with ornate marble
decorations.

Old Lighthouse
The 19th Century lighthouse is still one of Puducherry’s prime tourist attractions.
Located on Goubert Salai, the lighthouse stands on the edge of the sea close to the Place
Du Gouvernment, opposite to Gandhi statue. It was built in 1836 and was considered a
modern lighthouse for its time because of its unique architecture of a round tower. The
lighthouse is 29 meters high. Its round tower sits on a square base with a foundation nine
meters deep to stabilize the sandy ground on which it was built.
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‘Networked fitness is the
future of gym facilities’
Hotels across the world are pulling out all the stops when it comes to creating customer delight and
meeting guest demands. The increasing tribe of ﬁtness-minded guests has put the focus on gym
facilties in hotels, Caroline Risby, Marketing Manager-APAC, Precor, tells Our Correspondent

The latest trends in hospitality demand
a focus on ﬁtness. What is the essential
equipment hotels need in their gym facilities?
CR: Based on our experiences and research in
the hospitality industry, we’ve established a
successful ratio of how hotels should split up
the pieces in their fitness amenity. 60 per cent
of a hotel’s gym should be made up of cardio
equipment, strength machines should take up
20 per cent and core activities should round
the facility out at 20 per cent.
Cardio equipment is a staple in any fitness
room. Treadmills, ellipticals, Adaptive Motion
Trainers (AMTs), and bikes are all mainstays
that people have come to expect from a gym.
It requires Flexible strength equipment and
functional training cable machines like our
FTS Glide. These versatile pieces will allow
for a wide range of users to meet their diverse
training goals. Core activities broadly include
stability balls, medicine balls, suspension
straps, and mats. Essential to any workout,
these items help users meet their fitness and
health targets.
How does one decide on an appropriate
layout for the gym?
CR: Try an online tool such as Precor’s space
planner which will help hotel planners get
started on a layout that’s right for the space
available.
Tell us about research on relevance of
upgraded gym equipment to a hotel’s popularity.
CR: In a 2012 TripAdvisor survey, 53 percent
of travellers said they always or often exercise
while on the road. According to a 2012 MarPrinted & Published by

riott survey, 51 percent of business travellers
said they pack their gym clothes.
But what about the other 50 percent? It turns
out they may be influenced by the age of your
gym equipment. Precor conducted an audit of
TripAdvisor reviews and found a surprising
relationship between age-related fitness amenity comments and property ratings. With
this in mind, Precor created this easy-to-read
infographic addressing the fitness-minded
traveller and the impact of fitness on RevPAR,
occupancy and pricing power:

per cent of club members said the AMT has
become their new “favorite machine.” Some of
the attractive features:
●
One can climb, cycle, jog, or run without
ever changing machines
● The AMT suits any fitness level, whether
beginner or seasoned athlete
● It allows one to burn up to 1,200 calories
per hour
● Pre-programmed workouts means one can
exercise every day for approximately 20
years without ever repeating a routine

How can hotels make optimum use of
their ﬁtness machines while satisfying
varied ﬁtness regimes of guests?
CR: Getting the most out of exercise equipment
requires realising the maximum number of
workouts per machine. In the space constrained
hospitality industry, machines might not be
used optimally, always. If one machine could
replicate running, stepping, bicycling, and
elliptical exercises, it helps deliver what guests
want and boosts the number of workouts per
cardio machine.
The Adaptive Motion Trainer (AMT) 885 is
a unique and versatile cardio machine. Being
multi-functional, it is perfect for limited floor
space as well as for exercisers of all levels,
including those with injuries . It takes fitness
to a whole new level with the addition of the
Open Stride feature and fully engages exercisers of all fitness levels with a range of stride
paths for an effective, low-impact, personalized workout. The AMT 885 provides exercisers boundless cardio variety without the need
to change machines.
The Adaptive Motion Trainer has been a
hit with exercisers — a survey showed that 45

How do hotels stay ahead of discerning
travellers when it comes to trends in gym
equipment ?
CR: An increasing number of exercisers just
don’t do fitness anymore, they live it. They’re
counting on exercise equipment, mobile apps,
and other tech tools to follow their fitness
plans online, even be entertained as they work
out. This movement is known as networked
fitness. Here are three reasons why networked
fitness is the future of our industry:
1. As reported by the U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), obesity rates
are climbing, forcing people realize the need
for a fitness plan. Yet, facilities are struggling
to keep members. One reason might be that
exercisers need new, engaging exercise experiences to keep them on their fitness journey.
2.The internet has now become a fitness tool.
with the mobile phone, increasingly used.
3. Networked fitness – products and services that use technology-based platforms – is
gaining currency. It can greatly, inspire, and
entertain people while they exercise. Facility
operators can also boost business with tools
that monitor and manage equipment.
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Sports Leagues:
A Rewarding Business
Opportunity

Sports Tourism has been evolving quite rapidly in India. The recent IPL tournament, while fuelling
the enthusiasm of fans, contributed to a healthier bottomline for hotels too. With the country
hosting a plethora of international tournaments, this niche travel segment has given a fillip to
tourism and hospitality in no small way. Add to this the spawning of various homegrown sporting
leagues and you have all the ingredients that make for ‘Advantage, Hospitality!’, finds Shoaib
Mohammed

I

n India, it all started in the year 2008
when the Indian Premier League kicked
off at the M Chinnaswamy Stadium, Bengaluru. IPL was launched in the month of
April with great pomp and show. “ April to
July is low season for the hospitality sector
but IPL changed the game completely with
hotels running full, as fans followed the
national and international stars”, explains a
spokesperson for ITC Maurya, New Delhi.
Due to its instant and immense success,
the IPL spawned a few other leagues such
as hockey, kabaddi, tennis and football.
From a cricket loving country, Indians are
showing that other sports too, can get the
adrenaline flowing. At last count, there
were ten sporting leagues, among them,
the Indian Badminton League, Indian
Volley League, Indian Golf League, Indian
Racing League and Athletics league.
The success of most of these leagues
have brought cheer to many, not least
the players, who have raked in a lot of
moolah, owners of these franchises,
the sports federations, broadcasters,
marketing agencies, and lastly, but most

importantly, millions of fans who watch
these matches and without whose involvement, these leagues would not have
taken off. In all these big sports tournaments, there has been one more winner
- the hospitality industry. According to
industry estimates, these tournaments put
together, are utilizing thousands of room
nights in a calendar year. The changing
venue of tournaments from one city to
the next, means teams stay at hotels across
cities too. So, with the ongoing IPL hosting sixty matches across Mumbai, Delhi,
Kolkata, Chennai, Bengaluru, Ahmedabad, Mohali, Hyderabad, Raipur, Pune
and Visakhapatnam, it’s not hard to do the
math.
Kamaljit Singh, Executive Assistant
Manager, Alila Diwa, Goa says “During
team events, hotels enjoy healthy bookings indeed. Alila Diwa, Goa has hosted
various Indian Super League teams such as
Chennai FC, ISL - FC Goa, ISL - Atletico
De Kolkata FC etc. Teams usually occupy
15 to 25 rooms for a duration of three to
five days.”

Pune is a city that hosts a lot of domestic
tournaments. Hotels like JW Marriott,
Pune are a favourite with sports organizers.
Executive Chef Ajmal Salim JW Marriott
Pune confirms, “We do get a lot of these
teams staying with us, throughout the year.
During various tournaments like ISL, IPL,
Golf, etc JW Marriott is a preferred hotel
for most of these sports teams.” Talking
about rooms utilized by these travelling
teams, Ajmal says, “It depends on the scale
of the event and the length of the stay. For
example, during the recently concluded
ISL, the teams stayed with us throughout
the Pune matches. In other cases, these
stays can be shorter if there are one or
two matches happening, spread across a
couple of days only.”
The direct effect of sporting events on the
hospitality industry has been borne out by
international goliath events like FIFA Cup
2014 that saw room rates spiral through to
the roof. Held from June 12 through July
13, 2014, host country Brazil, experienced
strong gains in hotel performance during
both months, a report by STR Global said.
Printed & Published by
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Cricketers cook up a storm at Courtyard by Marriott Pune Chakan

Overall hotels in Brazil saw a 50.1 percent
increase in average day rate (ADR) in June
and 36 per cent ADR in July, the report
added. According to another report, Brazil which is also hosting the 2016 Summer
Olympics, is constructing 422 new hotels
and augmenting room capacity by 70,000
rooms. The country already has 450,000
rooms in various cities.

Doing the Math
Even if one takes a conservative estimate,
each of the eight participating teams have
at least 30 players, add to that, the coaching staff, - now you have coaches for
fielding, batting, bowling, physiotherapist,
psychologists, trainers, helpers, masseurs,
officials and other support staff - and the
number easily crosses the 50 mark, if you
include the sponsors who also travel along
with team. With a little bit of arithmetic
we can easily say that all the eight teams
put together, use hundreds of rooms per
day and the tournament goes on for fifty
days. This means during an IPL season,
close to thousands of room nights are used
by various teams put together.
And the numbers don’t end here; what
with there being so many commentators,
umpires, match referees, IPL officials, and
the broadcasting team which also move
Printed & Published by

from one city to another. Moreover, the
teams get together in their respective
franchise cities at least a week in advance.
Thus the number of rooms used by these
teams only rises. The same is the case with
other team sports such as hockey, football
and kabaddi.
The recently concluded Indian Super
League, wherein Sourav Ganguly's team,
Atlético de Kolkata lifted the football
cup after defeating his former team mate
Sachin Tendulkar’s, Kerala Blasters, had
eight participating teams. The tournament
began on October 12 and the finals took
place, December 20 in Navi Mumbai,
which spanned close to 70 days, ensuring a large number of occupied room
nights. Mumbai’s Palladium Hotel where
Mumbai City FC players were staying
for more than two months, experienced
something similar. “I can’t confirm on
the exact number, however, the players
were put up at The Palladium for more
than two months and we utilized a large
number of rooms, daily,” says Arjun Kwan,
from CAAkwan (a sports marketing company which has a marketing tie up with
Mumbai City.)
Similarly, the Hockey India League
saw six teams participating in 34 matches
which were played over a period of 30
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Sachin Tendulkar arrives at The Taj Mahal Hotel, New Delhi

days in January and February this year.
Again, it was a month long tournament
and it contributed significantly in terms
of room nights. The traditional Indian
sport, kabaddi, also turned professional
this year, with eight teams participating
in a tournament which was held at eight
different venues. This tournament which
was won by cine star Abhishek Bachchan’s
Pink Panthers, was again a 60 match affair
lasting 36 days.

A Challenge for Chefs
While hotels are more than happy to
have a chunk of rooms occupied by these
teams, it throws quite a few challenges for
the chefs. “Almost all these athletes are
very particular about their diets, some,
more than others. These sportsmen usually work on a very tight schedule and
don’t have the liberty of having lavish
and lengthy meals. We attempt to provide
them with a good combination of options
which is not only filling but can provide
them with the required amount of energy
for the day. Milk, fruits, eggs, cold cuts are
some of the essential parts of their meals.
While chalking out the menu for these
sportsmen we also keep in mind that the
food offered is healthy, light and easy to
digest,” says Chef Ajmal Salim.
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“A protein rich diet is usually preferred,”
said an ITC Maurya spokesperson. “We
also have to cater to some very demanding
sports persons. For example, in the case of
a world bodybuilding champion, staying in
a Mumbai hotel, the executive chef had to
comply with a list of do’s and don’t’s. Being
well built, he asked for a beef steak weighing exactly 500 grams and at 5 pm sharp.
He also had fixed timings for every meal
and the exact diet was also mentioned in
the diet chart,” he explained.
Another aspect which is crucial is the
safety and security of these players. Since
some of them are celebrities as well, hotels
have to ensure that their security is not
compromised. More than anything else,
keeping excited fans at bay is the big chal-

lenge, admits the spokesperson with ITC
Maurya. Moreover, Sports Tourism has
also given birth to many other partnerships like that between Mumbai City FC
team and Gold’s Gym, as their fitness partner. “We are the fitness partners for the
Mumbai football team and wherever the
team travels we provide our infrastructure
and other help to the athletes,” says Althea
Shah, VP Marketing Gold’s Gym India.

Big Opportunity for
Small Cities
The benefits of these tournaments to the
hospitality industry are not restricted
to big metros only. In smaller cities like
Ranchi and Bhubaneswar, the effects are
even greater. For instance, whenever crick-

et teams travel to M S Dhoni’s home-city,
Ranchi, the Radisson Blu Hotel Ranchi - a
115 room property is completely taken
over by the teams and the officials visiting there. “The rooms are completely sold
out and it becomes almost impossible
to accommodate anybody,” says a hotel
staffer. The ripple effect is felt among all
the city hotels. Similarly, Mayfair Lagoon
Bhubaneswar, a 96 room hotel is left with
no rooms, when any of the teams come to
play in the neighbouring town of Cuttack,
says the source.
With spectators eager and willing to
travel from one city to the other to watch
their favorite stars compete, the future of
these leagues looks good and it augurs
well for the hospitality industry.

IPTL stars enjoying Bukhara dinner with Roger Federer, Mahesh Bhupati, Lara Dutta Bhupati, & Deepika Padukone

Courtyard by Marriott Pune Chakan welcomes Rahul Dravid

Roger Federer dined at the Bukhara and tweeted this picture soon after
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To Eat or not to Eat: What differentiates
a Good Restaurant from an Average?
- By Dr Saurabh Arora

S

ome people would understandably say that
it is the quality of food that makes a restaurant good or average. Food may be a crowd
puller but if the surroundings and premises
of a restaurant are not hygienic and free from
pollutants then no matter how good the food,
you will have no customers. Cleanliness is not
limited to the premises alone but the discerning customer is bound to notice the tableware
as well.

tained. If the bathroom is clean and ordourless
then you can be rest assured that the kitchen;
where the food is being prepared will also be
clean. Customers also notice the décor and the
ambience and seating arrangement. If the tables
are too crowded it means that the premises are
not easy to clean. A restaurant that is stuffy and
smoky and reeking of stale air and food odours
indicates poor ventilation. Make sure your restaurant smells fresh by equipping the kitchen
with proper chimneys and exhaust fans.

What’s on the table or under it?
Many customers form an impression about a
restaurant when they are waiting for the food to
arrive. They will definitely notice if the glasses
are greasy or finger marked or if the plates are
cracked or chipped. If you want customers to
return make sure your cutlery is in good condition. If there are flies in your restaurant or even
a single cockroach under the table it means
there will be rodents in your storeroom. Have
you not taken adequate measures to prevent
the entry of birds, insects and rodents into your
premises and placed automatic door closures in
your restaurant to prevent infestation?

Have you ensured cleanliness in all
aspects?
In compliance to The Food Safety and Standards Act (2006), there are certain regulations
that restaurants must follow in order to ensure
the premises, surroundings and utensils are
cleaned according to recommended methods
as these optimise hygiene and safety standards.
Do you have posters in your kitchen that educate staff about the procedures to be used for
cleaning utensils and for personal hygiene?
Have you provided them with the hand washing material and appropriate cleaning material
and hot water for utensils and cutlery?
Customers will definitely know how well a
restaurant is following these regulations when
they visit the rest room. The bathroom immediately reveals how well hygiene is being mainPrinted & Published by

When appearances are important
The serving staff can make the eating experience a happy or a sad one for the customer as
they are the main point of contact. If they are
well trained, look healthy and fit and are following all personal hygiene norms, it means
the restaurant owner is keen to follow regulations. If the waiters’ turnout is crumpled
and dirty it will be noticed and disliked by
customers. Consciously or unconsciously
they will look for other signs like whether the
waiters are coughing or sneezing, smoking
or chewing tobacco or paan when handling
food.
Make sure that you have trained your
serving staff in such a way that they do not
touch their nose, mouth, hair, ears or other
body parts. Have you got them medically
examined to ensure that they are not spreading any contagious disease? Are they wearing gloves while serving food? Inadvertently
customers also notice the kitchen when the
door swings open to allow waiters to come
in and out. They are sure to notice whether
those who are preparing the food are wearing caps and aprons or not. Is their hair cut
and nails neatly clipped? Customers may
not visit your store room but a food inspector might so have you made provisions to
store raw materials and finished products
at appropriate temperatures and segregated
foods according to type?

Of notice boards, foods and compliance matters
It has now become the norm in most upscale restaurants to display in its premises the medium
in which the food has been cooked. This helps
health conscious or allergic customers to make
informed choices about the foods they place on
their plate. A good restaurant will also display a
list of cooked or prepared foods on the notice
board for the convenience of its customers.
Before you serve any food in your restaurant,
do you make sure it has been reheated to the
recommended internal temperatures of 74°C?
In case you prepare food early, are you serving
it within four hours after preparation or allowing it to deteriorate?
As a good restaurant owner who likes to
make sure that the food you serve is safe for the
consumer you would definitely be getting your
food items tested every six months for chemical
and / or microbiological contamination from
your own or NABL accredited/FSSAI notified
lab. This means that you also have a water analysis report from a recognised lab. If you also
inspect food articles for quality and labelling
compliance and buy foods only from licensed
vendors,you are one of those restaurant owners
who cares for the safety of the consumers and
also for regulatory norms.
Just to ensure you are always within parameters make sure you are carrying out self inspection from time to time.

(The writer is the Founder of Food Safety Helpline (www.foodsafetyhelpline.com), a one-stop
solution for the people in the food industry to
stay up-to-date, understand and implement the
requirements of the Food Safety and Standards
Act (FSSA), and the Food Safety and Standards
Authority of India (FSSAI). Foodsafetyhelpline.
com has introduced a food safety mobile app for
the convenience of the food business operators
in India to understand, learn and implement
the requirements in compliance with FSSA.)
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InterContinental Hotels Group
Padma Prasad, Talent Development Manager, Crowne
Plaza, Bengaluru
A seasoned hotelier, Prasad has over two decades
of experience in the industry and has worked for
international hospitality groups such as Taj Hotels,
Radisson Blu, A&W Fast foods (Doha) & Professor
(HOD) in S L College of HM & CS Mr. Prasad is
a Green Belt holder in Six Sigma Certifications &
Internal auditor for ISO: 22000. He has successfully supported and
contributed to Crowne Plaza Kochi in Quality & Training needs since
August 2012 and will continue providing the quality and training needs
for the Bengaluru property.
His footprint in different cities of the country has not only improved
his management skills to meet international standards, but also has
taught him to respect and gain an understanding on training trends
and quality control in operations to drive results.

Thomas Joseph, Executive Chef, Crowne Plaza,
Bengaluru
Chef Joseph brings with him over 18 years of
culinary experience in the industry. Known for his eye
for detail and innovation, he has always surpassed
guests’ expectations when it comes to food. His
forte is bringing together local flavours with an
innovative twist . He has worked with acclaimed international chains
such as Leela Kempinski, Intercontinental, Hilton, The Taj Residency,
JW Marriott, Movenpick Hotels & Resorts and Novotel Hotel to name a
few. Additionally, he is a certified internal auditor for ISO- 22000.
In his role he will be responsible for overseeing all of the hotel’s dining
venues, catering and culinary events, managing the kitchen staff, all
food service operations, planning of the menu and order supplies etc.
When he is not working, he prefers to go on long drives and enjoys
watching movies in different languages.

Marriott International
Vimal Bhat, Associate Director of Sales, Bengaluru
Marriott Hotel Whiteﬁeld
Bhat comes with sales experience of nine years
in the hospitality industry and has worked with
well known hospitality brands in India. He
commenced his journey with the Marriott family
six years ago and was one of the pioneers
that Marriott had in Bengaluru as a part of NSO team. After a very
successful stint in the NSO, he moved to the Marriott Whitefield in
2012 as a Sales Manager and played a critical role in the successful
opening and positioning of the hotel with his invaluable market
knowledge and excellent business relationships.

Shangri-La Hotels and Resorts
Suveer Sodhi, Director F&B, Shangri-La’s Eros Hotel,
New Delhi
Sodhi has been appointed to head the opening of
five new food and beverage concepts at the hotel,
starting with the newly launched all day dining
restaurant ‘Tamra’. His last assignment was in a
similar role at Dusit Devrana and he has previously
worked for hospitality brands such as The Lodhi and Hyatt Regency in
New Delhi. In his current role, Sodhi will be responsible for managing
the food and beverage operations at the hotel.

excellence and a talent for developing high-performing teams that
drive excellent measurable business results. He has worked with
various five-star hotels; in his last assignment, he was part of the preopening team and led the sales team at Fairmont Jaipur.
Natarajan’s idea of rejuvenation is spending time with his two
labradors. Outside work, he enjoys cooking and travelling.

Chef Daniel Benner, Executive Pastry Chef, Shangri-La
Hotel, Bangalore
Benner will oversee the pastry creations for the
hotel’s food and beverage outlets, including b
Cafe, an all-day dining restaurant; b cafe pastry;
Caprese, a Mediterranean restaurant; Ssaffron, an
authentic Indian restaurant; Shang Palace, ShangriLa’s signature Chinese restaurant; Yataii, a Japanese restaurant;
Lobby Lounge; and Hype bar, along with all of the hotel’s banqueting
functions.
Prior to joining Shangri-La Hotel, Bengaluru, Chef Benner managed
the pastry teams at two Shangri-La resorts in the Philippines, namely,
Mactan, Cebu and Boracay.
Hailing from Germany, Chef Benner started with a three-year
apprenticeship in a family-owned hotel in Germany, learning the basics
of German and Swiss cuisines. He then moved to Switzerland to work
in a five-star hotel, where he had a chance to learn classic French
cooking, with an emphasis on the best-quality produce cooked in an
uncomplicated style.
Keen on learning new techniques, Chef Banner travelled the globe
and worked in various five-star hotels and Michelin-starred restaurants
in Germany, England, Spain, New Zealand, UAE and the Maldives.

Starwood Hotels & Resorts
Sheetal Iyer, Director Sales & Marketing, Sheraton
Bangalore Hotel At Brigade Gateway
With over 12 years’ experience in the hospitality
industry, Iyer was earlier associated with The
Zuri, Le Meridien and the Oberoi Group. She
comes with excellent market knowledge, account
specific city and hotel potential and possesses a
focused approach at work. Her key expertise lies in developing and
implementing sales strategies in sync with market conditions. She
was associated with Sheraton Bangalore Hotel at Brigade Gateway
during pre-opening as the Director of Sales, post which she went
on to gain cross-exposure in Operations as the Director of Rooms in
Westin Gurgaon.

Taj Hotels Resorts and Palaces
K Mohanchandran, Area Director - Hyderabad and
General Manager, Taj Krishna
In his new role as an Area Director, Mohanchandran’s
responsibilities would entail overseeing operations
and business of all Taj Hotels across Hyderabad.
With over 25 years of experience in the hospitality
industry, Mohanchandran’s strength lies in his
thorough knowledge of the industry. He embarked on his journey with
the Taj Group in 1989 and has been an integral part of the Taj legacy
ever since. In his long association with the Taj Group of Hotels, he has
held numerous noteworthy positions across properties. Prior to being
appointed in his current role, he was the General Manager at the Taj
Lake Palace in Udaipur, Taj Wellington Mews in Mumbai, Blue - A Taj
Hotel in Sydney, and most recently Taj Bengal Kolkata.

Ramasamy Natarajan, Director of Sales
Shangri-La Hotel, Bangalore
In his new role, Natarajan will head the Sales
Department encompassing corporate sales, MICE
and travel trade business.With more than 11 years
of experience in the hospitality industry, Natarajan
possesses great leadership skills, a passion for
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South India Hotels and Restaurants Association
In the Service of the Hospitality Industry since 1951

South India Hotels & Restaurants Association (SIHRA), incorporated in 1951 with an objective to encourage, promote and
protect the interests of member establishments, constitutes the southern region of the Federation of Hotel and Restaurant
Associations of India (FHRAI), the apex trade association for the Hospitality Industry in India. SIHRA’s Membership comprises
the smallest Restaurants to the Five Star deluxe Hotels in the Southern States of Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Kerala, and Tamil
Nadu and the Union Territory of Puducherry. The following State Associations are members of SIHRA:
The Tamil Nadu Hotels Association, Chennai
The Karnataka Pradesh Hotels & Restaurants Association, Bangalore
 The Kerala Hotel & Restaurant Association, Kochi
 The Andhra Pradesh Hotels Association, Hyderabad



Currently 1,500 copies of the magazine will be circulated to Owners, Directors, CEOs, COOs, HODs and other Senior
Executives, Leading Professionals and decision makers of the hospitality industry in the region. We believe this association will
link the industry, its leaders both in the Private and Public Sector and our members, providing business critical information.
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